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Sammamish Plateau Water serves portions of the cities of Sammamish and Issaquah, and parts
of unincorporated King County. The District serves a population of approximately 64,000 in an
area of 29 square miles.
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Asset Management Plan - Executive Summary
February 8, 2016

Board of Commissioners:
The Asset Management Team is pleased to present the first Asset Management Plan (AM Plan) for your
review and consideration. The AM Plan has been prepared with significant contribution and effort from
management and staff. The Plan is the culmination of an organizational-wide effort aligning systems
and data to develop a long-term vision in relation to finances and service delivery. While the Plan itself
is a document, the District’s approach to Asset Management is an inherent part of organizational
culture and business practices as the District seeks to provide sustainable and reliable utility service to
its customers.
The delivery of water and wastewater service is asset intensive. The basic services we sometimes take
for granted rely on the operation and reliability of capital assets so that customers can simply turn on a
tap or flush a toilet. Infrastructure assets such as water and sewer mains, wells, pumps, water
treatment facilities, and lift stations are the foundation of providing service to meet our customers’
needs. The systems and assets must be maintained and operated to meet current needs, and those
into the future. As stewards of our customers’ water and wastewater needs, and the assets which
belong to the customers, the District has developed an asset management program to manage
infrastructure necessary to provide water and sewer service. Asset management is a systematic
process of deploying, operating, maintaining, and disposing of assets to achieve the lowest life-cycle
cost. It also provides the basis to project future capital replacement needs and costs to establish a
reserve funding strategy based on each generation of customers paying for their current use of assets.
Full implementation of the concepts of asset management is rare within agencies which provide water
and sewer utilities within the United States. Traditional approaches involve utilities hiring consultants to
develop “plans” which are nothing more than a snapshot in time. The plans ultimately may sit on the
shelf gathering dust, and those utilities become consultant reliant, rather than establishing in-house
competencies. Our approach to asset management is different. Our approach has been full
development of a written “Asset Management Plan” while developing staff competencies in the
concepts and principles of asset management, and implementing asset management into the District’s
business processes. As an outcome, the District owns its asset management program, not a consultant.
The principles are incorporated into day-to-day business practices. The outcome of this approach is full
alignment of systems into a live model to support fiscal, operational, and capital investment
considerations. Asset management is a critical part of our organizational culture and our commitment
to the customer in meeting our mission.
This following document is our AM Plan. It provides an overview of the District’s approach to
developing our asset management program. The Plan provides insight into our water and wastewater
systems, and the major assets of each system. The AM Plan includes conclusions and next steps for
the progression of the District’s asset management program.
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The Sammamish Plateau Water Approach to Asset Management:

The District’s mission is to provide safe, efficient, and reliable water and sewer services by
being a leader in the planning and the practice of fiscal and environmental stewardship.
To support our mission, the District has aligned asset management with District management
strategies and standards to meet long-term business objectives. Our program was developed using the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) model. The EPA model seeks to capture the
following elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the current state or condition of the District’s assets?
What asset performance is needed to deliver our desired level of service?
Which assets are critical to sustained performance and service delivery?
What are the minimum life-cycle costs for the assets we rely on to provide service?
What is the best long-term funding strategy to operate and renew assets?

Our plan addresses each of these core questions, along with information on our approach to collecting,
validating, and analyzing data to draw conclusions. In doing so, we established processes, not only to
develop this AM plan, but to also manage the District’s infrastructure far into the future. Our effort has
resulted in establishment of a live business model, to seamlessly perpetuate the application of Asset
Management, to meet service delivery levels for customers.
Asset management is possible today at the District due to forethought and previous investments in
technology systems, including the development of asset mapping and computerized maintenance
management systems.
District Infrastructure
The District owns and maintains more than 45,000 water assets and 17,500 sewer assets, including
290 miles of water mains and 173 miles of sewer mains. The current estimated replacement cost of
the District’s water assets is $584 million and sewer assets is $291 million. In addressing the five core
questions, we captured data to analyze 97% of the value of our water assets and 98% of our
wastewater assets.
Asset Management Plan Methodology and Contents
The District focused initial program development on major assets: water and sewer mains, booster
pump stations, wells, water storage tanks and lift stations. Asset types were selected based on
replacement values with the initial focus on large water and sewer assets comprising 97% of the value
of all District assets combined. This plan includes a review of the current state of the water and sewer
systems and major assets. The review of major assets includes a description of each asset type,
quantities, condition, criticality, replacement costs and expected replacement years. Similar to the
District’s Budget and Capital Plan, the AM Plan separately assesses the water and sewer systems.
Details for each system are also presented by business function and asset type.
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Key Findings


The majority of District assets have favorable condition ratings because they are relatively
young and well maintained. 89% of water and 98% of sewer assets included in this plan are in
“good” to “very good” condition.



There are very few District assets with high criticality ratings because of effective planning and
system redundancy.



The District experienced significant growth in the 1970’s and 1980’s. Based upon the useful life
projections of assets, there will be a growing need for capital replacement starting around
2065. If the District funds Replacement Reserves as currently planned, sufficient cash will likely
be available for the majority of its infrastructure rehabilitation and replacement needs. Alternate
funding strategies may be needed beginning in 2085.

Future Steps
Asset Management is a process of continual analysis and improvement based upon asset data, trends,
levels of service, and fiscal considerations. Since our approach emphasizes integration of ongoing
business practices, our assumptions and projections will be updated regularly. A number of the future
steps for enhancing the asset management program, or revising the asset management plan have
already been identified, and include:


As the District hones its asset registry, new asset sections will be added to the plan until all
assets and their components are included. For example, pumps and motors at wells and lift
stations, and water treatment assets require evaluation.



Continue revision of capital replacement reserve funding by updating all facility replacement
values to include subcomponents, and identify assets requiring greater than 80% of
replacement value capital replacement reserve contributions.



Cost analysis and use of capital replacement reserve funding will be further advanced to
determine if an asset should be replaced, rehabilitated or maintained.



Revisions of the AM Plan will be aligned with water and sewer Comprehensive Plan updates,
with some components updated more frequently.

ASSET MANAGEMENT FINAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The effort to establish the District’s asset management program should not be taken for granted. Our
success is the culmination of forethought and investment in technology, staff development, and
systems alignment. There isn’t a corner of our organization which hasn’t contributed in this effort, and
all staff will continue to participate in the refinement and application of our practices. Our Asset
Management Plan goes beyond the efforts of other utilities, both regionally and nationally. It was
developed in-house, is a component of systems alignment, and is oriented toward sustained
application. That’s just the way we do business at Sammamish Plateau Water.
Respectfully Submitted,
John C. Krauss
General Manager
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Asset Management Definition:
The optimal lifecycle management of physical
assets to sustainably achieve the stated
business objectives
- European Federation of National Maintenance
Societies, Asset Management Committee
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Asset Management – Applying the Principles
The District provides water all day, every day, to its customers while also conveying wastewater to
a regional treatment facility operated by King County. Both services are vital to the health, safety,
and sustainability of the community. The responsibility and expertise to accomplish this is significant.
The need to manage services today and plan for the future is essential, and the District practices
asset management as one of the management tools.
Water and sewer service is dependent on physical assets such as underground
mains, pumps, and motors. The District could not provide service to its customers
if not for the significant infrastructure and assets which comprise water and
wastewater systems. These assets belong to our customers, and as stewards of
these resources, the District has embarked on creating an asset management
program to ensure it can meet the mission and provide services to customers today and in the
future. The District developed its asset management program based on the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) framework of five core questions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the current state or condition of the District’s assets?
What asset performance is needed to deliver our desired level of service?
Which assets are critical to sustained performance and service delivery?
What are the minimum life-cycle costs for the assets we rely on to provide service?
What is the best long-term funding strategy to operate and renew assets?

In addition, the District has developed and implemented asset management business processes to
ensure asset management is not just a concept or a document on the shelf, but a program which
evolves over time. It is how we do business on behalf of our customers.
The following provides insight in response to answering the five EPA core questions, including the
methodology, and data related to the District’s assets. This plan provides summary information on
the various major classes of assets which comprise the District’s water and wastewater systems
including asset condition, useful life, criticality, and fiscal considerations related to system
sustainability. More detailed information is contained in the appendices.

What is the Current State of the District’s Assets?
The District’s Asset Registry
Developing an AM Plan depends on knowing the current state of the District’s assets. District
assets include water and sewer mains, wells, lift stations, booster pump stations, vehicles, and
other pertinent systems or items needed to provide water and sewer service to our customers.
Knowing the state of the District’s assets starts with understanding what the District owns. Each
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asset is then located, and assessed for criticality and condition. Then each asset is assigned an
expected replacement cost.
To identify the current state of our assets, the District departments developed an asset registry.
An asset registry is a database to store and maintain all information needed to identify the current
state of the District’s assets. The asset registry consists of data housed in the data bases residing
in the District’s geographic information system (GIS) and computerized maintenance management
system (CMMS). These systems provide the platform for assembling and managing information
necessary to maintain the asset registry and determine the state of the District’s assets. The
specific computer programs used are:



Esri Geographical Information System (GIS)
Maintenance Connection, for Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS)

These systems provide the core database of all District assets included in the AM Plan and function
as the District’s asset registry. The asset registry stores information on each asset including:
location, install date, size, material, manufacture, years in service, expected replacement year,
useful life, condition rating data, each assets criticality rating, and all operating and maintenance
history. This information is a critical foundation for asset management.
In addition to identifying the asset
registry, the District also mapped
workflow and system relationships
to ensure processes are documented
for maintaining the registry and the
AM Plan. New assets acquired and
retired are captured in the asset
registry and included in the AM Plan.
System relationships are displayed
to the left, process mapping for
management of the asset registry is
contained in appendix B.
The District owns and maintains
more than 45,000 water assets and
17,500 sewer assets. These assets
are recorded in the asset registry.
The current asset registry is established to align with the major business functions/asset types
contained in other District management systems such as the Budget and Capital Plan.

This initial AM Plan focuses on large water and sewer assets by business function and
comprises 97% of the total replacement value of District assets, which are captured in
the asset registry. See the graphs and table below for a breakdown of the asset values
by business class and function.
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2015 Total Replacement Value of District Assets:
$875,165,337
Sewer Assets
32.6%
Other
1.2%

Other
3.0%

District
Headquarters
0.8%

Vehicles &
Equipment
0.4%
Meters & Services
0.6%

Water Assets
64.4%

Asset Type
Mains
Wells
Pumping: Booster Pump Stations and Lift Stations
Water Storage Tanks
Total Value of Assets in AM Plan

$
$
$
$
$

Water Assets
513,487,224
18,317,000
3,540,600
27,853,160
563,197,984

Other Assets to Add to Future AM Plans

$

20,608,091

$

583,806,075

Total Assets Value

Water Assets by Business Function
Water Storage
Tanks
5%

Booster Pump
Stations
1%

Other
3%

Sewer Assets
$
274,808,236
$
$
10,616,330
$
$ 285,424,566

Total Assets
$
788,295,460
$
18,317,000
$
14,156,930
$
27,853,160
$ 848,622,550

$

$

5,934,696

$ 291,359,262

Percent
90.1%
2.1%
1.6%
3.2%
97.0%

26,542,787

3.0%

$ 875,165,337

100%

Sewer Assets by Business Function
Lift Stations
4%

Other
2%

Wells
3%

Water Mains
88%

Sewer Mains
94%
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Useful Life
Establishing useful life provides the length of time before an asset is expected to lose functionality,
or how long an asset will last. The useful life schedule is key to setting replacement schedules,
projecting the end of an asset’s service life, establishing replacement reserves, and determining
the probability of an asset failing. By knowing when an asset might fail, the District can mitigate
risk and plan for preventative maintenance, rehabilitation, or replacement to provide a sustainable
level of water and sewer service. Useful life projections have a direct impact on customer rates
and revenue requirements.
There are three typical methods for determining useful life:




Book value depreciation based upon accounting standards unrelated to asset condition
Industry standards based upon manufacturers and engineering projections
Experience and field observations based upon localized experience and data

Instead of using book value for establishing useful life, the District developed in-house estimates
for major asset types, researched useful life used by other jurisdictions, validated estimates using
outside consultants and then developed a useful life schedule. While our current useful life
estimates lean toward an industry standard orientation, it is expected to migrate toward an
experience and field validation orientation as unique District asset data allows the confirmation of
useful life based upon field condition assessment.
The useful life schedule in this plan was validated by Gray and Osborne (G&O) and Financial
Consulting Solutions Group (FCS Group), and adopted by the Board of Commissioners in 2013. The
useful life schedule for select assets and letters of validation from G&O and FCS Group can be
found in Appendices C and D.

Useful life estimates have been objectively confirmed through third party validation
and will continue to be refined based upon actual experience and emerging industry
standards.

Condition Assessment
Once the asset registry and useful life were identified, the District assessed the condition of assets.
Condition assessment provides insight into the possibility and timing of failure of an asset.
Condition assessment is used to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate assets,
Identify performance,
Determine and validate useful life,
Inform the Operating and Maintenance Plan,
Inform the Capital Plan, and
Ensure sustainable infrastructure and the ability to meet levels of service.
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The District developed a condition assessment rating scale modeled after an EPA template and
uniquely adapted to District circumstances. The condition rating scale uses a 0-10 rating scale.
When an asset is rated a 0 it means the asset is brand new and has 100% of its useful life left.
When an asset is rated a 10 it would mean the asset has reached the end of its useful life and may
impact level of service. The condition assessment rating scale 0-10 basis can be applied either
through field inspection or through desktop review based on install date and useful life as the
rating scale has an inverse relationship to the percent of useful life remaining. The condition rating
scale is used for both water and sewer assets and can be found in appendix E.
Since a majority of assets are underground and inaccessible, performing a physical condition
assessment is not possible or practical. For this initial AM Plan, the District’s condition assessment
consisted of a desktop review for all assets based upon the installation date and useful life to
assign a condition rating.
To enhance our condition assessment program and data, the District has trained field staff to
evaluate and rate assets when performing routine maintenance in the field. The District currently
has programs for leak detection, valve exercising, closed circuit sewer main televising (CCTV), and
manhole inspections to support data collection for condition assessment. Data from these
programs will lend credibility to future condition assessment as the District captures actual field
condition of assets.

The desktop review illlustrated that the condition of the District’s water and sewer
systems are relatively good due to their age. A more in-depth review of condition is
provided in the summaries of the water and sewer systems sections of this plan.

Life Cycle and Replacement Costs
The last step of determining the current state of the District’s assets is to identify the life cycle and
replacement costs of the water and wastewater infrastructure. In the past, the District used 125%
of book value (original cost) as the basis for establishing revenue requirements (also referred to as
rate setting) intended to establish reserves for asset replacement and repair. Through the
development of the AM Plan, the District recognized this method did not provide credible capital
replacement projections, resulting in insufficient revenue requirement projections to fund longterm replacement costs.
As an alternative, the District elected to project life cycle and replacement costs based upon
independent validation and projections provided by a consulting engineer. The consultant
conducted a localized survey of actual water and sewer main project costs from recently bid
projects of peer utilities, the report can be found in appendix F. The District also considered its
own recent bid results and facility replacement values established for insurance purposes. On the
basis of these factors, the District concluded replacement costs for facilities would be based upon
insurance values, and the replacement cost for water and sewer mains, which comprise 90% of
the total replacement value for assets, would be based on the following rehabilitation and
replacement assumptions:
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•

Water main replacement and rehabilitation would likely occur using a combination of open
cut and trenchless technology:
• 90% Open Cut, 10% Pipe Bursting

•

Sewer main replacement and rehabilitation would likely occur using a combination of open
cut and trenchless technology:
• Gravity Mains: 67% Open Cut, 33% Slip Lining,
• Pressurized Mains: 50% Open Cut, 50% Slip Lining

Original Install Costs to 2015 Replacement Costs
Original Cost

Replacement Cost

$700,000,000
$583,806,075

$600,000,000
$500,000,000
$400,000,000

$291,359,262

$300,000,000
$200,000,000
$133,268,747
$100,000,000

$107,352,742

$Water Assets

Sewer Assets

All replacement values presented in the AM Plan are estimated 2015 replacement costs and do not
include inflation. However, inflation is included in the District’s rate model to ensure adequate
replacement reserve funds are collected. Future refinements in the AM Plan will include projections
for replacement costs of assets or sub-component assets needing replacement at more frequent
intervals and projections for whole life cycle costs.

The change in methodology of estimating future replacement costs has led to a more
realistic projection of replacement cost. The revised replacement costs have been
aligned with projected timing of replacing assets as they reach their useful life and is
included in the water and sewer systems sections of this plan.

What is the Required "Sustainable" Level of Service?
The second EPA question in the planning process was to determine a sustainable level of service.
In asset management, sustainability is planning for the future and ensuring that decisions made
today meet the service needs of current and future customers, assigning the true cost of service to
customers. Levels of service benchmarks measure whether the District is meeting customer
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demands and expectations, to provide certainty in the delivery of water and sewer service. A
sustainable level of service ensures the District can over a prolonged period succeed in its mission
to provide safe, efficient, and reliable water and sewer service.
The District uses level of service business metrics as indicators to show if the District is meeting its
mission. By setting specific goals, business metrics provide a feedback loop for the management of
assets, and over time business metrics may lead to changes in operations and maintenance or
capital planning.
The District has been collecting and analyzing business metrics data for a three year period, and
has initiated collecting data on additional metrics identified in development of the asset
management program. If a metric target is not met, an in-depth review will occur to determine
why the goal was not met and the best course of action to achieve the target in the future. The
review should also include validation of the metric.
The District has established two categories of business metrics to monitor and assess levels of
service, Policy and Operational. An inventory of the metrics is provided in appendix G.
o Policy level of service business metrics are tracked and analyzed throughout the year
with results reported to the Board at least annually. Many of the policy measures are
reported in the District’s Financial and Business Metrics Report.
o Operational level of service business metrics are for the direct management of District
assets, prolonging asset lives, minimizing life-cycle costs and identifying potential issues.
The District may find over time that levels of service intially established need to be refined or
ajusted.

The District has tied level of service measures to its mission statement. Processes are
being developed to use the business metrics for informing operations and maintenance
and capital planning.

Which Assets are Critical to Sustained Performance?
The third step in the asset management planning process is identifying which assets are critical to
sustained performance. Sustained performance is the provision of water and sewer service to
customers with minimal disruptions. Critical assets are those with the greatest impact or
consequence to our customers if they fail, meaning there is an interruption in service. The impacts
of failure of a critical asset are evaluated based upon the following considerations:


Social, such as the number of customers affected, duration of loss and




customers economic impact
Economic, such as financial impact to repair (District costs)
Environmental, such as spills, floods, odors and other environmental effects
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To identify critical assets, the first step taken by the District was to establish criticality rating
scales. The District began with example rating scales provided by the EPA and modified them to
meet the District needs. The water and sewer criticality rating scales are based on social,
economic and environmental factors and can be found in appendix H.
Once criticality rating scales were developed, ratings were assigned to the District assets. The
criticality rating assigned to each asset is based upon the consequence should the asset fail. The
criticality rating scales use a 1-10 rating scale. When an asset is rated a 1 it means the asset
would have minimum impacts should it fail. Typically assets with a lower consequence of failure
are run to failure, or until they no longer meet service level expectations. When an asset is rated a
10 it would mean the asset would have a maximum impact and the consequences of the asset
failing would be extreme. Assets with a higher consequence are closely monitored as the asset’s
condition begins deteriorating and the chance of failure increases.
Determining and applying criticality ratings in this first phase of asset management was completed
in three steps.
1) All water and sewer mains were rated through a baseline rating system dependent on pipe
diameter.
2) The District then reviewed all water and sewer mains by maps created using GIS to identify
mains that would have a higher consequence of failure taking into consideration factors
such as topography, location, number of connections, cost to repair and environmental
impacts should the main fail.
3) Last, the District reviewed the facilities covered in this AM Plan and considered various
failure scenarios. Facilities consist of all assets which are not mains. For each facility
reviewed, the District identified potential options to restore the asset to working condition,
including whether there were backup facilities or redunancy throughout the system which
could sustain service until the failed facility was restored.

Upon completing the assessment of which assets are critical to sustaining service
delivery, it was found that the criticality of any one asset in the District’s water system
is relatively low due to system redundancy, planned for and built throughout
development of the water system. The criticality of the District’s sewer system is
generally low, except for lift stations and force mains which could have higher flow
volumes resulting in higher criticality ratings. Water and sewer assets can typically be
isolated or bypassed, limiting the number of customers affected and decreasing overall
risk to the District.

What are the minimum life-cycle costs?
The fourth step in the asset management process is identifying and minimizing life-cycle costs.
Life-cycle costs include installing or constructing, operating, maintaining, upgrading, and disposing
of assets.
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Minimizing life-cycle costs is a multi-faceted task, will require continual refinement of business
practices, and will impact operating and maintenance and capital investment practices and
strategies. The District has implemented multiple business practices with the intent of minimizing
life-cycle costs. Current management practices expected to reduce life-cycle costs include:
1. Preventative Maintenance Strategies
2. Condition Assessment Processes
Preventative Maintenance Strategies
To minimize life-cycle costs it is important to minimize the amount of unplanned maintenance. The
EPA estimates that planned maintenance costs about one-third less than unplanned maintenance.
One of the level of service business metrics is maintaining a ratio of 25% unplanned to 75%
planned maintenance.
Maintenance is divided in three
Systems
categories: proactive time, reactive
Proactive Time
Reactive Time
Operations
time and system operations. The
division of these strategies into work
Unplanned
categories in the District CMMS
Preventative
Construction
Repair and
system is shown to the left. By
Maintenance
Inspections
Replacement
establishing, following and tracking
outcomes from preventative
System
maintenance programs, and using
Monitoring
the data collected on proactive and
reactive time the District can identify
strategies to enhance efficiency and
Meetings
operations by minimizing reactive
time.
Inventory
Over the next two years the District will be collecting and
analyzing level of service data and further documenting
current preventative maintenance practices, schedules and
outcomes. Once the District has documented and reviewed
current practices, a plan for optimization will be established,
including the implementation of practices for extending an
assets useful life.
Water and sewer preventative maintenance program lists
can be found in the appendix I.

Monitor Level
of Service

Monitor
Preventative
vs. Reactive
Time
Refine and
Optimize
Operating &
Maintenance
Programs
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The District is in the process of documenting preventative maintenance strategies. The
District will develop a plan for optimizing operations and maintenance to extend an
asset’s useful life. This information will assist in developing asset whole life cycle cost
models, which can assist in determining when additional operations staff may be
required.
Condition Assessment Process
Based on the premise that assets with a high probability (condition rating) and consequence
(criticality rating) of failure imply a higher business risk, the District uses a three step Condition
Assessment Process to identify the most cost-effective approach to managing assets and plan for
additional and/or more advanced condition assessment techniques. Performing additional and/or
advanced condition assessments requires resources. As such, this process is intended to ensure
the District is applying condition assessment resources in the most cost effective manner, and
reduce life-cycle costs.
Condition Assessment Processes (CAP) use criticality and condition ratings to establish timing of
advanced condition assessment and aid in the decision to perform cost analysis for replacement,
rehabilitation or continued maintenance of the asset. Examples of advanced condition assessment
include pot holing to physically assess the condition of an underground water main, or the use of
sonar and echo technologies to evaluate the condition of water mains and pressurized sewer
mains and leak detection.
The District sets the baseline condition rating for all assets through a desktop review using the
date of installation and useful life. Condition rating is then tied to the assets criticality rating to
determine an assets CAP level.


Condition Assessment Process Level 1 (CAP 1): Assets with a criticality rating less
than 3 are managed based upon levels of service and business rules. These assets can have
any condition rating as these assets will have minimal impacts when they fail. Only regular
preventative maintenance will be performed on these assets.



Condition Assessment Process Level 2 (CAP 2): Those assets with a criticality rating of
3 or greater and condition rating less than 7. These assets will have a larger impact on the
community should they fail and are young making the risk of failure minimal. In addition to
regular preventative maintenance, these assets may have supplementary preventative
maintenance procedures and condition assessment performed as they age based on the
annual operations plan.



Condition Assessment Process Level 3 (CAP 3): Assets with a criticality rating of 3 or
more and a condition rating of 7 or more will have a larger impact on the community should
they fail and the risk of failure is beginning to increase, due to their advanced age. The
District may apply more advanced condition assessment approaches and more extensive
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monitoring to confirm the assets condition rating and determine the appropriate course of
action: rehabilitation, replacement or continued maintenance of these assets. If the
advanced condition assessment methods show the actual physical condition to be better
than the condition estimated by using the desktop analysis, the asset may be moved back
to CAP level 2.
Condition Assessment Processes ensure additional and/or advanced condition assessment
resources are focused on the most critical assets and life-cycle costs are minimized. There is a
diagram of this process in appendix J.

The District has reviewed all asset types included in this AM Plan and identified their
respective CAP Level. Specific information for each asset type can be found in its
associated asset section.
The District has not identified minimum life-cycle costs at this time. The strategies
identified in this section are the strategies and foundation for identifying minimum
whole life cycle costs in the future.

What is the best long-term funding strategy?
The fifth and final step in the asset management process before developing our first asset
management plan was identifying the best long-term funding strategy for rehabilitation and
renewal of District assets necessary to ensure reliable water and sewer service. The District knows
what it owns, how long until each asset may need to be replaced, the cost of replacement, assets
critical to sustaining service and meeting service level expectations. With this information the
District developed a funding strategy to understand the financial resources required to ensure it
can meet long-term customer demands and provide certainty of system availability to current and
future customers.
The funding strategy is a two phase approach including a capital replacement reserve funding
strategy and business case analysis to determine funding sources for capital projects to ensure the
District is being fiscally responsible.
Capital Replacement Reserve Funding Strategy
It is the District’s practice to set establish segregated reserves to fund capital costs necessary for
the future rehabilitation and replacement of District assets. The reserve funding strategy is based
on each generation paying for their current use of assets. In doing so, the District actively
manages water and sewer infrastructure assets to ensure customers cost of service is associated
with the true cost of operation and capital depreciation, while not deferring on asset maintenance
and replacement merely for the sake of keeping customer rates artificially low.
Reserves have been established and the District adds funds each year for the inevitable
replacement of assets as they deteriorate and age. By ensuring each generation pays for their
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current use of assets, the District can tempor large fluctuations in rates, while maintaining financial
sustainability. Additional information on capital replacement reserve funding targets can be found
in the summaries of the water and sewer systems sections.

The District has implemented in its rate model a plan for meeting the 80% funding
level goal when the majority of debt service is retired in 2020.
Funding Source Business Case Analysis
Capital projects funding is typically derived from the following sources:





Operating Revenues
Capital Replacement Reserves
General Facility Charges
Local Facility Charges

In some cases the District may issue debt to fund capital projects. The issuance of debt requires a
commitment of future funds from one or more of the above sources to cover future principal and
interest payments. To ensure long-term funding is available and Capital Replacement Reserve
Funds are used for the intended purpose, funds are programmed for renewal and replacement
projects.
The District prepares a programmatic Capital Plan (CP) in alignment with functions and asset
classifications contained in the budget and asset management. Beginning with the 2016-2017 CP,
the District has incorporated the use of Project Charters for all new projects. This ensures that
staff will perform a business case analysis for each new project. Evenutally, a Project Charter will
be completed for all projects in the 6-year CP.
The completed and approved Project Charters help provide the necessary information for the
project managers to complete a comprehensive budget for the specific capital project. The total
project budget is depicted on the capital project sheets, included in the Capital Plan. The District
applies a methodical approach to determine funding strategies for new and replacement capital
projects. This ensures growth pays for growth and the capital replacement reserves are allocated
for use through a business case analysis which is supported by asset management. Business case
analysis also provides insight on whether continued operations and maintenance, rehabilitation or
replacement should occur based on criticality, condition and risks.

The District has implemented the use of business case analysis for all new capital
projects. This analysis helps ensure that growth pays for growth and replacement
reserve funding is used only for replacement projects based upon the assets condition.
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From Concepts to Planning-Applying Asset Management
Over a series of years, the District put in place a number of major building blocks which have
allowed it to apply the EPA principles of asset management to our water and sewer utility. The
foundation includes:





One of the best GIS platforms in the region to inventory and track assets
Implementation of a computerized maintenance management system to manage asset
maintenance and operation
A budget and financial reporting structure which aligns asset classes with planning and
financial reporting
A live rate model to allow for annual review of financial trends associated with effective
asset management, including capital replacement planning

Any one of these elements brings value and insight. It’s the alignment of these systems, which set
us apart from our peers, and enable us to leverage the systems and data to practice asset
management. While our program would not have been possible without these advancements, all
of this would not have matured without the District’s investment in staff, and the staff’s
persistence and dedication to achieve what other utilities only dream about.
The following sections of the AM Plan provide separate high-level overviews of the water and
sewer systems and a review of major asset classes within each system. The review of major assets
includes a description of each asset type, quantities, condition, criticality, replacement costs and
expected replacement years.
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Page Intentionally Blank

Water System Summary
The Water System encompasses 29 square miles, providing service to approximately 18,000 water
connections, and a population of 64,000. The water system asset registry includes more than
45,000 assets, all in operation to meet the needs of our customers. Based upon the replacement
values of our water assets, our first asset management plan encompasses 97% of our water asset
registry.
The combined replacement value of all water assets is estimated to be $583,806,075. The
following graph depicts the values of the Districts water infrastructure by specific asset class.

Water Assets by Business Function
Water Storage
Tanks
5%

Booster Pump
Stations
1%

Other
3%

Wells
3%

Business Function
Water Mains
Wells
Booster Pump Stations
Water Storage Tanks
Other
Total Water Assets

2015 Replacement
Values
$
513,487,224
$
18,317,000
$
3,540,600
$
27,853,160
$
20,608,091
$
583,806,075

Water Mains
88%

The majority of water assets are water mains. As such, the subsequent section evaluating water
main assets provides more detail than the other sections summarizing other asset classes.
However, the total value of an individual asset class does not necessarily correspond to asset
significance or criticality since our systems are dependent upon all assets operating in unison to
provide water to District customers.
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The Current State of the Water System
Condition ratings (the likelihood of failure), provide insight into the possibility and the timing of the
failure of an asset and provides information on the current state of the water system. The majority

(89%) of the water assets included in this asset management plan are in good to very good
condition. The relatively young age of the water system plays a part when assessing the condition
of our system.

Condition of the Water System
Very Good
100%

90%

1%
2%

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor
1%
2%

9%

8%

16%

16%

7%

80%
29%
70%

34%

35%
34%

60%

50%

84%

40%

62%

30%

37%
55%

54%

20%

10%
13%
0%
Water Mains

Wells

Booster Stations

Water Storage Tanks

Total

Not only is the District’s water system in good condition, the overall criticality or consequence of
failure for any one water asset is less than 6, on a 1-10 rating scale. Thoughtful planning and
development over the years has resulted in redundancy throughout the water system, decreasing
the criticality or consequence of failure. Additional information on condition and criticality is
included in the asset specific data pages following this section.
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Meeting Service Demands
Water service is dependent on physical assets such as mains and pumps. In applying the principles
of asset management, The District has established a number of water system business metrics to
measure its effectiveness in meeting its mission. Water business metrics are regularly reported to
the Board and community in the District’s Financial and Business Metrics reports. Some of the
water metrics include:
Water Conservation and Drinking Water Safety
 Attain water use efficiency goals
 Meet all regulatory water quality standards
Water System Operations and Reliability
 Limit pipe failures to less than 15 breaks per 100 miles
 System can meet Maximum Day Demand and Peak Hourly Demand 100% of the time under
normal conditions
Water





System Efficiency
Maintain water loss below 10% on a rolling 3-year average
Number of leak adjustments and volume to value of water
Water accounts per water employee
Cost per foot to maintain water system

Water





System Fiscal Responsibility
Cost per 1,000 gallons of potable water
Maximize the use of water rights while meeting purchased water requirements
Annual Capital Replacement Reserves contribution compared to target
Balance of Capital Replacement Reserve Fund compared to target

Water metrics assist in identifying potential issues which may affect the ability of the District to
meet service demands. Some metrics have targets, whereas others are currently in place to obtain
a history of data for potential future action and may assist in setting targets.
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Long-Term Capital Replacement Funding Strategy
As an outcome of assessing the state of our assets, the District validated the useful life,
replacement costs, and projected replacement years for water assets. This enabled the District to
project long-term cash flow and capital replacement funding requirements. A realization resulting
from the process was that funding levels appropriated to capital replacement reserves were
insufficient to meet long-term water system replacement requirements. Existing appropriations
compared to revised funding requirements are shown on the graph below. The additional funding
requirement is primarily attributable to revised future replacement costs aligned with true costs
versus book value of assets dedicated by developers.
In the initial asset management process, the District established a target of 80% of annual
replacement costs for the capital replacement reserve appropriation. At the 80% level, the cash
flow analysis shows a significantly smaller deficit in the capital replacement reserve fund than the
current appropriation.
Total Water Projected Replacement Reserve Expenditures and Cashflow at the
End of Each Decade
CP - Future Renewal/Replacement

Total Water Capital Replacement Fund Balance at 80% of Replacement (Target)

Water Capital Replacement Fund Balance at Current Appropriation
$250,000,000

$250,000,000
$205,722,000

$200,000,000

$200,000,000

$150,000,000

$150,000,000

$100,000,000
$50,000,000

$50,000,000

Expenditures

$-

$-

2015-2024

2025-2034

2035-2044

2045-2054

2055-2064

2065-2074

2075-2084

2085-2094

2095-2104

2105-2114

2115-2124

$(50,000,000)

$(50,000,000)
$(54,979,000)

$(100,000,000)

$(100,000,000)

$(150,000,000)

$(150,000,000)

$(200,000,000)

$(200,000,000)

$(250,000,000)

$(250,000,000)

$(300,000,000)

$(300,000,000)

$(350,000,000)
$(400,000,000)

Capital Replacement Fund Balance

$100,000,000
$50,482,000

$(350,000,000)

$(363,408,000)
Decades

$(400,000,000)
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The District has begun the process of establishing long-term capital replacement reserves
necessary to maintain the water system and provide service to customers. The District plans to
meet required annual capital reinvestment funding targets by 2020 to coincide with retirement of a
significant debt obligation. Once debt service payments are no longer required, additional revenue
will be appropriated to capital reserves.

Annual Capital Reinvestment Transfers - Water
$7.0 M

Required Capital Reinvestment Funding (Target)

$6.2 M

$6.0 M
$5.0 M

$5.1 M

$5.3 M

$4.0 M
$3.0 M

$5.5 M

$3.3 M
$2.3 M

$5.6 M

$3.5 M

$5.8 M

$3.7 M

$6.0 M

$6.2 M

$6.4 M
$6.4 M

$3.8 M

$2.5 M

$2.0 M

Phased in Capital Reinvestment Funding

$1.0 M
$0.0 M

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

The District has two water capital reinvestment business metrics to track the District’s progress in
meeting long-term level of service targets and practice of fiscal stewardship.
2015 Water Assets Total Replacement Value: $583,806,075
1. Annual Capital Replacement Reserves Appropriation Compared to Target (annual depreciation).
Target
$ 5,223,423

2015
Annual
Set-Aside
$ 2,496,686

% of Target
48%

2016 Projected
Annual
Target
% of Target
Set-Aside
$ 5,459,440
$ 3,302,563
60%

2. Balance of Reserves Compared to Target (replacement cost aggregate depreciation).

Aggregate
Depreciation
$150,100,970

2015
Year-End
Fund
Balance
$ 12,688,775

% of
Depreciation
8%

2016 Projected
Est. YearAggregate
% of
End Fund
Depreciation
Depreciation
Balance
$156,911,641 $ 15,979,740
10%
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Asset Specific Data Sections
The following sections provide detailed information on specific classes of water assets including
water mains, wells, booster pump stations and tanks. The individual asset class sections were
prepared with the intent of providing an overview of each asset type including:
o Asset replacement value
o Asset description
o Condition Assessment Process (CAP) review: condition and criticality
o Expected replacement decade and costs
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Water Mains
Water mains comprise 88% of the water asset registry with a
replacement value of $513,487,224.

Description
Water Mains convey water through the system for
drinking water and fire protection. These assets are
required to deliver safe, efficient and reliable water
service. The District has over 290 miles of water
transmission and distribution pipelines, and continues
to add mains as development occurs.
This section evaluates mains and does not include a
review of main appurtenances such as hydrants,
valves, and blow-offs. Appurtenances associated with
mains will be evaluated and included in future AM
Plans.
The District’s water system consists of two physically separate zones: the Plateau Zone and Cascade
View Zone. The Plateau Zone has more than 267 miles of transmission and distribution pipe, ranging
in size from 1 to 36 inches in diameter. The Cascade View Zone has approximately 23 miles of
transmission and distribution pipelines ranging in size from 2 to 12 inches in diameter. The condition
of both systems is generally good.
Within the Plateau Zone, 12-inch diameter and larger pipelines from the supply sources to various
points in the water system provide transmission capacity. In most areas, the District has combined
the transmission mains with the distribution system by oversizing the mains where appropriate. The
Plateau Zone distribution system consists of smaller than 12-inch diameter pipelines that convey
water from the transmission grid to the individual service connections.
Within the Cascade View Zone, there is very little difference between the transmission and
distribution pipelines. The largest pipelines within the Cascade View Zone are 8-inch and 12-inch
diameter pipelines. The older sections of the Cascade View Zone distribution system consist of mains
less than 8 inches in diameter, while newer sections are generally 8-inch and 12-inch diameter
pipelines.
Water mains comprise 88% of the water system replacement values. Although, the District was
established in 1948, and 80% of District water mains were installed between 1980 and 2009. With
the relatively young age of the water system, 89% of the District’s water mains are in good to very
good condition. Through long-term planning, the District has developed redundancy throughout the
water system, limiting the criticality or consequence of failure for any one water main. Out of a 110 criticality rating scale, no main is rated greater than 4. A brief review of the water main condition,
criticality and projected replacement schedule follows.
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Water Mains Condition

The District uses GIS and a Computerized Maintenance Management system to maintain asset
information. These systems include data such as installation date, length, and material of water
mains. This data assists in establishing water main condition ratings.
To determine condition and long-term replacement needs it is important to note that 86% of the
system is ductile iron, which has a 100+ year useful life. Almost 10% of the District’s water mains
are asbestos cement, which has an 80-year useful life.

Length
(feet)

Material
Ductile Iron (DI)
Asbestos Concrete (AC)
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
Galvanized Steel
Steel
UNKNOWN
Total

1,319,292
151,537
48,550
4,868
1,732
1,171
4,763
1,531,913

Length
(miles)

% of Total
Length
(January 2015)

249.87
28.70
9.20
0.92
0.33
0.22
0.90
290.14

86.12%
9.89%
3.17%
0.32%
0.11%
0.08%
0.31%

2015
Replacement
Value
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

449,650,942
47,098,028
12,710,603
1,789,331
389,648
329,191
1,519,481
513,487,224

As water mains are underground and pressurized, performing physical condition assessments to rate
the condition of mains is impractical. As such, the District generally performs a desktop review of
water mains using install date and useful life to establish condition ratings, using a 0-10 rating scale
with 0 being new and 10 approaching the end of useful life. The majority of the District’s water
mains have been added since 1980.
Water Mains Added by Decade
500,000

Based on the useful
life of DI at 100
years and AC at 80
years, the majority
(96%) of the water
mains in the
District have more
than 50% of their
useful life
remaining.

450,000
400,000

Lineal Feet

350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
1959-1969

1970-1979

1980-1989
1990-1999
Decade

2000-2009

2010-2014

A detailed summary of water main condition by material is in Appendix L, Part 1.
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Condition of Water Mains Based on Replacement Value
89% of the District’s water mains are in good to very good condition, indicating that they are
meeting current levels of service. The remaining 11% are approaching the end of their useful
lives. In aggregate, there is less need for investment in the short to medium term, with a greater
need to save for long-term future rehabilitation and replacement. The graph below breaks out
water main condition rating by replacement value. In Appendix L, Part 2 there is a map of all
water mains, with mains rated as poor to very poor condition emphasized.

Water Main Replacement Value by
Condition Rating
$600,000,000

Very Poor
Poor

$500,000,000

Fair

$400,000,000
Good

$300,000,000

$200,000,000

Very Good
$100,000,000

$-

Water Mains

Very Poor
Poor
Fair
Good
Very Good

$4,755,614
$12,473,845
$39,409,601
$181,364,012
$275,484,153
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Combining Condition and Criticality of Water Mains
The District uses a condition assessment process (CAP) for water mains combining condition and criticality ratings to assist in
identifying when and where to focus additional resources on condition assessment. The graph below illustrates the lineal feet of water
mains falling in each CAP by combining criticality and condition ratings. As assets currently in CAP Level 2 age and their condition
rating increases to 7 or more, they will move into the CAP Level 3 and additional or advanced condition assessment will be planned.
Due to the water systems age and redundancy only 150 feet of water main is in CAP Level 3, requiring advanced condition
assessment.

Water Mains Criticality to Condition Rating in Lineal Feet
Criticality 4

450,000
400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
Unknown

Criticality 3

Criticality 2

Criticality 1

CAP Level 1
CAP Level 2
CAP Level 3

Unknown

Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition
Unknown
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
3,677

Criticality 1

4,425

22,636

38,086

31,699

9,521

18,409

27,517

18,548

7,278

11,990

4,743

8

Criticality 2

37,485

169,973

258,508

293,350

87,301

48,489

28,703

8,467

8,350

1,495

1,227

1,097

Criticality 3

4,939

117,091

122,652

83,180

34,795

3,292

78

150

-

-

-

42

Criticality 4

-

15,723

1,414

676

4,416

483

-

-

-

-

-

-

Based upon criticality ratings 1-10, with 1 not critical and 10 very critical, no segment has a criticality rating greater than 4.
*See Appendix J for a review of the condition assessment process (CAP).
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This map shows where the
critical water mains are in
the District and are color
coded based upon their
current condition rating.

150 feet of critical water
main is in poor condition:
PVC pipe installed in
1986, located under a
transmission gas main.
With a 40 year useful
life, this segment of pipe
has an estimated 11
years left.

Most Critical water
mains are in very good
to fair condition.

% of District water mains were added between 1980 and 2009, making them less than 35 years

83
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old. With a useful life of 80-100+ years the majority of rehabilitation and replacement of the
District’s mains will occur between 2075-2104, providing ample time for the District to plan and
save. The graph below depicts the projected operating and capital replacement funding required
for water mains by decade. Assumptions used to estimate operating and maintenance and future
renewal costs can be found in Appendix L, Part 3.
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Wells
Wells comprise 3% of the water asset registry with a replacement
value of $18,317,000.

Description
Wells are the District’s primary asset for providing
safe, potable water to the District customers in a
reliable and cost-efficient manner.
This section evaluates wells as complete facilities
and does not include a review of sub-components
within each facility or the regional supply. Well
sub-components, such as pumps, motors, motor
control centers, large meters, generators and
treatment equipment will be evaluated and
included in future revisions of the AM Plan.
The District’s water system is divided in two
physically separated zones the Plateau Zone and
Cascade View Zone, each served by its own wells, storage and regional system connection.
The Plateau Zone has 10 operational wells (Wells 1R, 2.1, 2.2, 4R, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11.1, and 11.2)
spaced throughout its area. The District also has a connection to the regional surface water source
from the Cascade Water Alliance, referred to as the South Regional Connection or the Bellevue
Issaquah Pipeline (BIP). Wells 7, 8, and 9 and the South Regional Connection are located in the
Issaquah Valley. Wells 1R, 2.1, 2.2, and 10 are located in the southern portion of the Sammamish
Plateau, and Wells 4R, 11.1 and 11.2 are located in the north end of the Sammamish Plateau.
The Cascade View Zone is served by 2 wells (Wells 12R, and 13R) and a connection to the regional
surface water source from the Cascade Water Alliance, referred to as the North Regional Connection.
The North Regional Connection is actually an intertie with the City of Redmond system in Redmond
Ridge, through which water is conveyed from the regional supply.
Wells make up only 3% of the water system replacement values but are the primary source of supply
to the District’s 18,000 water service connections and are critical to meeting service levels, low in
value but high in criticality.
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Well Condition
The District uses a Computerized Maintenance
Management System to maintain asset
information and history of Wells and related
components. To the right is a list of the 12
Wells in the District, the related aquifer and
pressure zone in which the well operates.

Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well

7
8
9
1
2.1
2.2
10
4R
11.1
11.2
12R
13R

Aquifer

Pressure
Zone

Lower Issaquah Valley
Lower Issaquah Valley
Lower Issaquah Valley
Plateau Zone II A
Plateau Zone II A
Plateau Zone II A
Plateau Zone II B
Plateau Zone IV
Plateau Zone III
Plateau Zone IV
Cascade View
Plateau Zone IV

297
297
297
650
650
650
650
650
550
550
730
730

Well Replacement Value by
Condition Rating
$20,000,000
$18,000,000

Fair

$16,000,000
$14,000,000

Good

$12,000,000
$10,000,000

$8,000,000
$6,000,000

Very
Good

$4,000,000

The District performed a desktop
review of Wells using installation
date and useful life (60 years) to
establish condition ratings, using a 010 rating scale. At this time, 91% of

the wells in the District are in good
to very good condition, indicating
that they are meeting current levels
of service with a minimal need for
investment in the short to medium
term, and a greater need to save for
long-term future rehabilitation and
replacement. The graph to the left is
a summary of well replacement
values by condition rating. Well
replacement values are based on a
2015 Insurance Appraisal Report or
final capital asset cost summary.

$2,000,000
$0
Fair
Good
Very Good

2015 Replacement Values
$1,582,100
$5,350,800
$11,384,100
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Combining Condition and Criticality of Wells
The District uses a condition assessment process (CAP) for water facilities combining condition and
criticality ratings to assist in identifying when and where to focus additional resources on condition
assessment. The graph below illustrates which CAP each facility is located by combining criticality
and condition ratings. As facilities currently in CAP Level 2 age and their condition rating increases
to 7 or more, they will move into the CAP Level 3 and additional or advanced condition assessment
will be planned. There are currently no wells in CAP 3 - having a high probability of failure with
high consequence.
Wells Probability and Consequence of Failure
10.0

Probability of Failure (Condition Rating)

9.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

0

Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well

7
8
9
1
2.1
2.2
10
4R
11.1
11.2
12R
13R

CAP 2: Low probability high consequence assets

CAP 1: Low probability low consequence assets

0.0

Well

CAP 3: High probability high consequence assets

CAP 2: High probability low consequence assets

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
Consequence of Failure (Criticality Rating)

Aquifer

Pressure
Zone

Install
Year

Total
Criticality
Rating

Lower Issaquah Valley
Lower Issaquah Valley
Lower Issaquah Valley
Plateau Zone II A
Plateau Zone II A
Plateau Zone II A
Plateau Zone II B
Plateau Zone IV
Plateau Zone III
Plateau Zone IV
Cascade View
Plateau Zone IV

297
297
297
650
650
650
650
650
550
550
730
730

1985
1985
1994
1998
2004
2004
1998
2009
1999
1999
2000
1990

5.1
5.1
5.4
3.8
3.8
3.8
4.4
5.4
1.0
5.4
4.4
5.4

Condition
Rating
Remaining
Life
5.0
5.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
4.0

8

9

10

The criticality and
condition ratings can
be used to identify
each facilities
marker on the graph
above and the
corresponding CAP.
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The oldest District well was placed in service in 1985. With a useful life of 60 years, the majority of
rehabilitation and replacement of District wells will occur from 2046-2070. The graph below depicts
the projected operating and capital replacement funding required for wells by decade.

Wells Projected Operating and Capital
Replacement Expenditures by Decade
Operating & Maintenance (3% inflation)

CP - Future Renewal/Replacement

$50,000,000

Expenditures

$40,000,000

$30,000,000

$20,000,000

$10,000,000

$2015-2024

2025-2034

2035-2044
2045-2054
Decades

2055-2064

2065-2074
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Booster Pump Stations
Booster pump stations comprise 1% of the water asset registry
with a replacement value of $3,540,600.

Description
Booster pump stations transfer water
from a lower elevation area to a
higher elevation pressure zone.
Although booster stations make up
only 1% of the water system
replacement values, they are vital to
the transmission of water from the
Issaquah valley to the plateau and
other higher elevation pressure
zones.
This section evaluates booster pump
stations as a complete facility and
does not include a review of
components within the booster pump
station. Booster pump station components such as pumps, motors, motor control centers, large
meters and generators will be evaluated as asset sub-classes in future AM Plans.
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Booster Station Condition
Asset information for booster stations
is maintained in the Computerized
Maintenance Management System.
The District’s eight booster stations,
along with the geographic and
pressure zones served by the
individual station, are listed in the
table to the right.

Booster Station

GeoZone

Pressure
Zone

297 Booster Station
Overdale Booster Station
Boulder Creek Booster Station
Well 4 Booster Station
Section 36 Booster Station
SE 43rd Way Booster Station
Well 12 Booster Station
NE 80th Booster Station

Freegard
Freegard
South Plateau
North Plateau
North Plateau
SW Lake Sammamish
Cascade View
Cascade View

475 PH
700 OV
700 BC
650
650
650
730
730

Booster Station Replacement
Value by Condition Rating
$4,000,000
$3,500,000

Poor
$3,000,000
$2,500,000

Fair

$2,000,000
$1,500,000

$1,000,000

Good

$500,000
Very Good

$Poor
Fair
Good
Very Good

2015 Replacement Values
$572,000
$1,202,500
$1,305,200
$460,900

The District has performed a desktop
review of booster stations using the
install date and the useful life of the asset
to establish condition ratings, using a 0
(new) to 10 (approaching end of useful
life) rating scale. The SE 43rd Way
booster station condition is currently
rated 8, indicating a poor condition. With
a 40-year useful life, a facility rated at an
8 has about 8 years until the projected
useful life will end. The District will be
conducting further condition assessment
on the SE 43rd Way booster station to
determine the required investment in
rehabilitation, replacement or continued
maintenance. The remaining booster
stations are in fair to very good condition,
indicating that they are meeting current
levels of service with a minimal need for
near-term investment, with the
recognition of need to save for future
rehabilitation and replacement. The
District performs regular inspections on
booster stations and will be performing
more in-depth condition assessments as
the booster stations age.

The graph above is a summary of aggregate booster station replacement values aligned with
condition rating.
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Combining Condition and Criticality of Booster Stations
The District uses a condition assessment process (CAP) for water facilities combining condition and
criticality ratings to assist in identifying when and where to focus additional resources on condition
assessment. The graph below illustrates which CAP each facility is located by combining criticality
and condition ratings. As facilities currently in CAP Level 2 age and their condition rating increases
to 7 or more, they will move into the CAP Level 3 and additional or advanced condition assessment
will be planned. The single booster station in CAP Level 3 is the SE 43rd facility described below.

Booster Pump Stations Probability and Consequence of Failure
10.0

9.0

Probability of Failure (Condition Rating)

CAP 3: High probability high consequence assets

CAP 2: High probability low consequence assets

8.0

The SE 43rd Way booster station
condition is currently rated an 8,
indicating a poor condition. With a
criticality rating of 5.4 this station
falls in CAP 3. The District will
apply more advanced condition
assessment approaches and more
extensive monitoring to determine
the appropriate course of action.

7.0
6.0
5.0

4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

CAP 2: Low probability high consequence assets

CAP 1: Low probability low consequence assets

0.0
0

1

The criticality and
condition ratings can
be used to identify
each facilities
marker on the graph
above and the
corresponding CAP.

2

3
4
5
6
7
Consequence of Failure (Criticality Rating)

Booster Station
297 Booster Station
Overdale Booster Station
Boulder Creek Booster Station
Well 4 Booster Station
Section 36 Booster Station
SE 43rd Way Booster Station
Well 12 Booster Station
NE 80th Booster Station

8

Install
Year

Total
Criticality
Rating

1991
2014
2001
2009
2003
1984
2001
2011

5.7
4.4
5.2
5.2
5.2
5.4
5.2
4.0

9

10

Condition
Rating
Remaining
Life
6.0
0.0
3.0
1.0
3.0
8.0
3.0
1.0
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The first District booster station was placed in service in 1984. With a useful life of 40 years, the
rehabilitation and replacement of the booster stations is projected to be required between 20242054. The graph below depicts the projected operating and capital replacement funding required
for booster stations by decade.

Booster Stations Projected Operating and
Capital Replacement Expenditures by Decade
Operating & Maintenance (3% inflation)

CP - Future Renewal/Replacement

$8,000,000

Expenditures

$6,000,000

$4,000,000

$2,000,000

$2015-2024

2025-2034

2035-2044

2045-2054

Decades
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Water Storage Tanks
Water storage tanks comprise 5% of the water asset registry with
a replacement value of $27,853,160.

Description
Water storage tanks provide water supply for
water consumption, pressure, and fire flow.
Six storage tanks provide service to the Plateau
Zone. Pressure zones are typically identified by
number associated with their elevation above sea
level. The 297 Tank is located in the 297 Pressure
Zone and is used for service to the 297 Zone as
well as indirectly to the 650 Zone. The 2 million
gallon (MG) Tank and 7 MG Tank are both in the
650 Zone. The Section 36 East and West Tanks are
in the 550 Zone in the north end, but provide
indirect (non-gravity) storage for the 650 Zone (via
booster pumps). One of the 650 Zone tanks can
be taken offline for periodic maintenance. The 297
Tank can be bypassed if necessary for cleaning or
maintenance. The 3 MG tank is located in the 700
Zone and feeds several lower zones.
The Cascade View Zone currently has two active
storage tanks (0.28 MG and 0.60 MG) located in
the 730 Zone.
Water storage tanks located in the higher pressure zones provide service to the lower pressure zones
through pressure-reducing valves. During power failures at wells or booster pump stations, the
storage tanks in the higher zones can continue to supply water to the lower zones.
Water storage tanks make up 5% of the water system replacement values. They are vital not only
for storing water, but they ensure water pressure is capable of providing water to every customer.
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Storage Tanks Condition

Water Storage

Tanks
This chart lists the eight tanks the District
owns and operates, and the geographic and 297 Tank
7MG Tank
pressure zones each tank serves.
2MG Tank
36W Tank
36E Tank
3MG Tank
13S Tank
12T Tank

Water Storage Tanks
Replacement Value by
Condition Rating
$30,000,000

$25,000,000

Good

$20,000,000

$15,000,000

$10,000,000

Very
Good

$5,000,000

$0
Good
Very Good

2015 Replacement
Values
$4,550,000
$23,303,160

GeoZone

Pressure
Zone

Material

Freegard
South Plateau
North Plateau
North Plateau
North Plateau
Inglewood Hill
Cascade View
Cascade View

475 PH
650
650
650
650
700
730
730

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Concrete
Steel

The District has performed a desktop
review of tanks using the install date and
the useful life of the asset to establish
condition ratings, using a 0-10 rating
scale, 0 is brand new and 10 the asset
has reached the end of its useful life. All
of the District’s tanks are in good to very
good condition. They are meeting
current levels of service with a minimal
need for investment in the short to
medium term, and a greater need to
save for long-term future rehabilitation
and replacement.
The current condition of tanks is based
upon a desktop review. In the future, as
tanks are drained and assessed the
condition will be documented in the
District’s CMMS and the physical
condition rating will be incorporated into
future asset management analysis.
The graph to the left is a summary of
tank replacement values by condition
rating.
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Combining Condition and Criticality of Storage Tanks
The District uses a condition assessment process (CAP) for water facilities combining condition and
criticality ratings to assist in identifying when and where to focus additional resources on condition
assessment. The graph below illustrates which CAP each facility is located by combining criticality
and condition ratings. As facilities currently in CAP Level 2 age and their condition rating increases
to 7 or more, they will move into the CAP Level 3 and additional or advanced condition assessment
will be planned. There are currently no tanks in CAP 3 - having a high probability of failure with
high consequence.

Water Storage Tanks Probability and Consequence of Failure
10.0

CAP 2: High probability low consequence assets

Probability of Failure (Condition Rating)

9.0

CAP 3: High probability high consequence assets

8.0
7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

CAP 1: Low probability - low
consequence assets

0.0
0

Water Storage
Tanks
297 Tank
7MG Tank
2MG Tank
36W Tank
36E Tank
3MG Tank
13S Tank
12T Tank

1

2

CAP 2: Low probability high consequence assets

3
4
5
6
7
Consequence of Failure (Criticality Rating)

GeoZone

Pressure
Zone

Install
Year

Freegard
South Plateau
North Plateau
North Plateau
North Plateau
Inglewood Hill
Cascade View
Cascade View

475 PH
650
650
650
650
700
730
730

1990
1992
1976
2001
2001
1980
1986
2001

Total
Criticality
Rating
5.5
5.1
5.2
5.1
5.1
5.2
5.1
5.1

Condition Rating
Remaining Life
2.0
2.0
3.0
1.0
1.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

8

9

10

The criticality and
condition ratings can
be used to identify
each facilities
marker on the graph
above and the
corresponding CAP.
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The oldest District water storage tank was constructed in 1976. With a useful life of 120 years, the
rehabilitation and replacement of the tanks will occur between 2096-2122. In the interim, the
District should anticipate ongoing expenditures periodically associated with maintaining the exterior
and interior tank coatings. The graph below shows the annual costs, both operating and capital for
tanks by decade.

Water Storage Tanks Projected Operating and
Capital Replacement Expenditures by Decade
Operating & Maintenance (3% inflation)

CP - Future Renewal/Replacement

$20,000,000
$18,000,000
$16,000,000

Expenditures

$14,000,000
$12,000,000
$10,000,000
$8,000,000
$6,000,000

$4,000,000
$2,000,000
$-

Decades
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Sewer System Summary
The Sewer System has grown to encompass 20 square miles, providing service to 12,000 sewer
connections serving a population of approximately 46,290. Not all water customers have sewer
service. Those without sewer are served by individual septic, including the entire Cascade View
Zone. The District’s sewer system asset registry includes more than 17,500 assets serving the
health and sanitary needs of our customers. Based upon the replacement value of our sewer
assets, our first asset management plan encompasses 98% of the value of our sewer asset
registry.
The combined replacement value of all sewer assets is estimated to be $291,359,262. The
following graph depicts the specific values of the Districts sewer infrastructure by asset class.

Sewer Assets by Business Function
Lift Stations
4%

Other
2%

Business Function
Sewer Mains
Lift Stations
Other
Total Sewer Assets

2015 Replacement
Value
$
274,808,236
$
10,616,330
$
5,934,696
$
291,359,262

Sewer Mains
94%

The majority of sewer assets consist of sewer mains. As such, the subsequent section evaluating
sewer main assets provides more detail than the other sections summarizing other asset classes.
However, the total value of an individual asset class does not necessarily correspond to asset
significance or criticality since our systems are dependent upon all assets operating in unison to
collect customers’ wastewater and convey it to the regional treatment system.
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The Current State of the Sewer System
Condition ratings (the likelihood of failure), provide insight into the possibility and the timing of the
failure of an asset and provide information on the current state of the sewer system. The majority

(98%) of the sewer assets included in this asset management plan are in good to very good
condition. The relatively young age of the sewer system plays a part when assessing the condition
of the system.

Condition of the Sewer System
Very Good
100%

0.4%

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor
0.4%

1% 1%

1% 1%

90%
80%

31.63%

36%

32%

65.80%

64%

66%

Sewer Mains

Lift Stations

Total

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

0%

Not only is the District’s sewer system in good condition, the overall criticality or consequence of
failure for any one sewer asset is less than 8, on a 1-10 rating scale. Additional information on
condition and criticality is included in the asset specific data pages following this section.
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Meeting Service Demands
Sewer service is dependent on physical assets such as mains and lift stations. In applying the
principles of asset management, The District has established a number of wastewater system
business metrics to measure its effectiveness in meeting its mission. Wastewater business metrics
are regularly reported to the Board and community in the District’s Financial and Business Metrics
reports. Some of the wastewater metrics include:
Sewer Health and Safety
 Sewer overflow rate is less than 1 per 100 miles
 No overflow event(s) at any lift station
Sewer System Operations and Reliability
 Infiltration and inflow maintained on an annual average of less than 25%
 Unscheduled service outages are maintained at 1 or fewer per year
Sewer System Efficiency
 Operating cost and time per lift station
 Sewer accounts per sewer employee
 Cost per foot to maintain sewer system
Sewer System Fiscal Responsibility
 Cost per 1,000 gallons of pumped sewage
 Lift station pumps run at 50% efficiency at all times. Energy use per run time is maximized
and cost per gallons pumped is maintained
 Annual Capital Replacement Reserves contribution compared to target
 Balance of Capital Replacement Reserve Fund compared to target
Sewer metrics assist in identifying potential issues that may affect the ability of the District to meet
service demands. Some metrics have targets, whereas others are currently in place to obtain a
history of data for potential future action and may assist in setting targets.
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Long-Term Capital Replacement Funding Strategy
As an outcome of assessing the state of our assets, the District validated the useful life,
replacement costs, and projected replacement years for wastewater assets. This enabled the
District to project long-term cash flow and capital replacement funding requirements. A realization
resulting from the process was that funding levels appropriated to capital replacement reserves
were insufficient to meet long-term wastewater system replacement requirements. Existing
appropriations compared to revised funding requirements are shown on the graph below. The
additional funding requirement is primarily attributable to revised future replacement costs aligned
with true costs versus book value of assets dedicated by developers.
In the initial asset management process, the District established a target of 80% of annual
replacement costs for the capital replacement reserve appropriation. At the 80% level, the cash
flow analysis shows a significantly smaller deficit in the capital replacement reserve fund than the
current appropriation.

Total Sewer Projected Replacement Reserve Expenditures and Cashflow at the
End of Each Decade
CP - Future Renewal/Replacement

Total Sewer Capital Replacement Fund Balance at 80% of Replacement (Target)

Sewer Capital Replacement Fund Balance at Current Appropriation
$120,000,000

$120,000,000

$107,121,540

$90,000,000

$90,000,000

$60,000,000

$50,913,535

Expenditures

$30,000,000

$30,000,000

$-

$2015-2024

2025-2034

2035-2044

2045-2054

2055-2064

2065-2074

2075-2084

2085-2094

2095-2104

2105-2114
$(18,577,541)

$(30,000,000)

$(30,000,000)

$(60,000,000)

$(60,000,000)

$(90,000,000)

$(90,000,000)

Capital Replacement Fund Balance

$60,000,000

$(103,091,650)
$(120,000,000)

Decades

$(120,000,000)
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The District has begun the process of establishing long-term capital replacement reserves
necessary to maintain the wastewater system and provide service to customers. The District plans
to meet required annual capital reinvestment funding targets by 2020 to coincide with retirement
of a significant debt obligation. Once debt service payments are no longer required, additional
revenue will be appropriated to capital reserves.

Annual Capital Reinvestment Transfers - Sewer
$4.0 M

Required Capital Reinvestment Funding (Target)

$3.5 M
$3.0 M
$2.5 M

$2.7 M

$2.8 M

$2.9 M

$3.0 M

$3.1 M
$2.2 M

$3.2 M
$2.5 M

$3.3 M

$3.4 M

$3.3 M

$3.4 M

2020

2021

$1.8 M

$2.0 M
$1.3 M

$1.5 M
$0.9 M

$1.0 M
$0.5 M

Phased in Capital Reinvestment Funding

$0.5 M
$0.0 M

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

The District has two wastewater capital reinvestment business metrics to track the District’s
progress in meeting long-term level of service targets and practice of fiscal stewardship.
2015 Sewer Assets Total Replacement Value: $291,359,262
1. Annual Capital Replacement Reserves Appropriation Compared to Target (annual depreciation).
Target
$ 2,780,456

2015
Annual
Set-Aside
$
864,952

% of Target
31%

2016 Projected
Annual
Target
% of Target
Set-Aside
$ 2,906,883
$ 1,316,832
45%

2. Balance of Reserves Compared to Target (replacement cost aggregate depreciation).

Aggregate
Depreciation
$ 65,328,833

2015
Year-End
Fund
Balance
$ 5,346,717

% of
Depreciation
8%

2016 Projected
Est. YearAggregate
% of
End Fund
Depreciation
Depreciation
Balance
$ 68,757,495
$ 6,783,248
10%
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Asset Specific Data Pages
The following sections provide detailed information on specific classes of wastewater assets
including sewer mains and lift stations. The individual asset class sections were prepared with the
intent of providing an overview of each asset type including:
o Asset replacement value
o Asset description
o Condition Assessment Process (CAP) review: condition and criticality
o Expected replacement decade and costs
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Sewer Mains
Sewer mains comprise 94% of the sewer asset registry with a
replacement value of $274,808,236.

Description
Sewer Mains collect and convey wastewater to the
King County Wastewater treatment system. The
District has 173 miles of gravity and pressure
pipelines, and continues to add sewer mains as
development occurs. 153 miles or 88% of pipe are
gravity mains, and 20 miles or 12% are pressurized
mains.
This section evaluates sewer mains and does not
include a review of main appurtenances, more
specifically the manholes that connect mains. The
appurtenances associated with sewer mains will be
evaluated, and included in future AM Plans.
The District’s wastewater collection system collects sewage from the District’s 13 sewer basins. The
basins, are further divided into sub basins, which are established according to topography and
natural gravity and flow patterns. All sewer assets are located in the Plateau Zone. There are no
sewers located in the Cascade View area.
The 153 miles of gravity sewer mains which comprise the majority of the District wastewater
collection system vary in size from 8-inch to 60-inch in diameter. The District prefers installation of
gravity sewers for sewer collection and transmission. However, there are wide variations in
topography in the District where gravity mains are not feasible or cost effective. As a results over
20 miles of pressurized mains are also used varying in size from 2-inch to 18-inch in diameter.
Pressurized mains include both low-pressure force mains and force mains. Pressurized mains require
additional mechanical assets to convey wastewater to the gravity mains in the system. Low-pressure
force mains are served by grinder pumps, while force mains are used to convey wastewater from
lift stations.
Sewer mains comprise 94% of the wastewater system replacement values. Overall, the sewer
system is relatively new with 91% of the system constructed since 1980.
With the relatively young age of the wastewater system, 97% of the District’s sewer mains are in
good to very good condition. Out of a 1-10 criticality rating scale, no main is rated greater than 4.
A brief review of the sewer main condition, criticality, and projected replacement schedule follows.
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Sewer Mains Condition
The District uses GIS and a Computerized Maintenance Management system to maintain asset
information. These systems include data such as installation date, length, flow type, and material of
sewer mains. This data assists in establishing sewer main condition ratings.
The sewer system has two types of flow: gravity and pressurized. Most of the system, 88% is gravity
flow. Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) makes up the majority of gravity mains (87%) and has a useful life of
100 years. Ductile iron (DI) is the next largest percent of gravity mains at about 9% with a projected
useful life of 60 years. Pressurized mains are about 47% DI with a 60 year useful life, 45% HDPE
with a 70 year useful life and 7% PVC with a projected useful life of 60 years. Most new gravity pipe
installations are PVC, and pressurized mains are DI or HDPE, in alignment with District design
standards.

Gravity Sewer Mains
Material

Length
(feet)

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
Ductile Iron (DI)
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
Concrete (incl. reinforced)
Asbestos Concrete (AC)
Unknown
Total Gravity Sewer Mains

707,863
71,577
1,969
17,503
10,315
175
809,402

Length
(miles)
134
14
0
3
2
0
153

% of Total Length
(January 2015)
87.46%
8.84%
0.24%
2.16%
1.27%
0.02%

2015
Replacement
Value
$
219,572,782
$
24,408,335
$
611,767
$
9,718,165
$
3,319,325
$
52,406
$ 257,682,779

Pressurized Sewer Mains
Material

Length
(feet)

Ductile Iron (DI)
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
Total Pressurized Sewer Mains

50,217
47,571
7,813
105,601

10
9
1
20

2015
Replacement
Value
47.55% $
11,309,218
45.05% $
4,793,186
7.40% $
1,023,054
$ 17,125,457

Total Gravity and Pressurized Mains

915,003

173

$ 274,808,236

Length
(miles)

% of Total Length
(January 2015)

Underground gravity sewer mains can be physically inspected using closed circuit cameras (CCTV)
to enhance maintenance and condition assessment. Since pressurized sewer mains are underground,
performing physical condition assessments to rate the condition of pressurized mains is impractical.
As such, the District generally performs a desktop review of pressure mains using install date and
useful life to establish condition ratings, using a 0-10 rating scale. The majority of the District’s sewer
mains have been installed since 1980. For this initial asset management plan condition ratings have
been performed at a desktop level. As the District sees assets and performs physical condition
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assessments future analysis will include data beyond a desktop analysis. The majority, 91% of
District sewer mains were added between 1980 and 2009, making them less than 35 years old.

Lineal Feet of Sewer Mains Added by Decade
400,000

Based on the average
useful life of 89 years,
(from 50-100 years)
91% of District sewer
mains have more than
50% of their useful life
left. (See graph to left)

350,000

Lineal Feet

300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000

1960-1969

1970-1979

1980-1989
1990-1999
Decade

2000-2009

2010-2014

A detailed summary of sewer mains condition by material and gravity versus pressure mains are in
appendix N, Part 1.
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Condition of Sewer Mains Based on Replacement Value
More than 97% of the District’s sewer mains are in good to very good condition, indicating that they
are meeting current levels of service. The remaining 3% is approaching the end of the projected
useful lives, indicating a minimal need for investment in the short to medium term, with a greater
need to save for long-term future rehabilitation and replacement. The graph below breaks out sewer
main condition by replacement value. In Appendix N, Part 2 there is a map of all sewer mains, with
mains rated as poor to very poor condition emphasized.

Sewer Main Replacement
Value by Condition Rating
$300,000,000
Very Poor
Poor
Fair

$250,000,000
Good

$200,000,000

$150,000,000

$100,000,000

Very Good

$50,000,000

$Very Poor
Poor
Fair
Good
Very Good

2015 Replacement
Value
$1,191,565
$2,127,759
$3,749,769
$86,912,291
$180,826,852
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Combining Condition and Criticality of Sewer Mains
The District uses a condition assessment process (CAP) for sewer mains combining condition and criticality ratings to assist in
identifying when and where to focus additional resources on condition assessment. The graph below illustrates the lineal feet of sewer
mains falling in each CAP by combining criticality and condition ratings. As assets currently in CAP Level 2 age and their condition
rating increases to 7 or more, they will move into the CAP Level 3 and additional or advanced condition assessment will be planned.
Due to the sewer systems age and redundancy only 250 feet of sewer main is in CAP Level 3, requiring advanced condition
assessment.

Sewer Mains Criticality to Condition Rating in Lineal Feet
Criticality 6

Criticality 5

Criticality 4

Criticality 3

Criticality 2

Criticality 1

CAP Level 1
CAP Level 2
CAP Level 3

Unknown

300,000
250,000

200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
Unknown
Criticality 1
Criticality 2
Criticality 3
Criticality 4
Criticality 5
Criticality 6

Condition
0
1,227
52,507
458
-

Condition
1
4,338
230,912
8,548
54
6,727
-

Condition
2
12,487
234,739
11,367
8,463
23,350
-

Condition
3
32,503
162,449
25,771
20,412
1,737
3,870

Condition
4
2,920
14,976
5,814
6,417
16,640
-

Condition
5
3,613
3,705
83
1,879
4,531
20

Condition
6
1,319
675
-

Condition
7
379
-

Condition
8
5,939
250
-

Condition
9
3,570
-

Condition
10
177
-

Unknown
175
-

Based upon criticality ratings 1-10, with 1 not critical and 10 very critical, no segment has a criticality rating greater than 4.
*See Appendix J for a review of the condition assessment process (CAP).
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This map shows where the
critical sewer mains are in
the District and are color
coded based upon their
current condition rating.

250 feet of critical sewer
main is in poor condition: AC
pipe installed in 1975
connects south Pine Lake
flows to the regional system,
is located between two
homes and is difficult to
access. With a 50 year useful
life, this segment of pipe has
an estimated 10 years left.

Most Critical sewer
mains are in very good
to fair condition.
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91% of District sewer mains were added between 1980 and 2009, with a useful life of 50-100+
years the majority of rehabilitation and replacement of the District’s mains will occur between
2085-2104, providing ample time for the District to plan and save. The graph below shows the
annual costs, both operating and capital replacement for sewer mains by decade. Assumptions
used to estimate operating and maintenance and future renewal costs can be found in Appendix N,
Part 3.

Sewer Mains Projected Operating and
Capital Replacement Expenditures by
Decade
Operating & Maintenance (3% inflation)

CP - Future Renewal/Replacement

$160,000,000
$140,000,000

Expenditures

$120,000,000
$100,000,000
$80,000,000
$60,000,000
$40,000,000
$20,000,000
$-

Decades
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Page Intentionally Blank

Lift Stations
Lift Stations comprise 4% of the sewer asset registry with a
replacement value of $10,616,330.

Description
When gravity service is not feasible
for an area, lift stations and
associated force (pressurized) mains
are constructed to receive and
transport wastewater. The District
currently has 20 sewer lift stations,
operating in 12 of the 13 sewer
basins.
This section evaluates sewer lift
stations as a complete facility and
does not include a review of
components within the lift station. Lift station components such as pumps, motors, motor control
centers, meters and generators will be evaluated and included in future revisions of the AM Plan.
Lift stations are installed according to District-approved plans and specifications, and may be wet
well/dry well or utilize submersible pumps. The lift station capacity determines the type of lift
station. Permanent lift stations may be either full size or “mini” lift stations. In general, 100
equivalent residential units (ERUs) is the maximum threshold criteria for use of a mini-lift station.
The District may allow interim lift stations when the permanent gravity system to serve an area is
not available. Interim lift stations are built to permanent standards, but are expected to be
eventually abandoned.
Lift stations make up approximately 4% of the sewer system replacement cost value, and are
integral to the conveyance of sewage from the farthest ends of the district to the regional
collection lines for future treatment and disposal.
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Lift Station Condition
All of the lift stations in the District are in good to very good condition, indicating that they are
meeting current levels of service with a minimal need for investment in the short to medium term,
and a greater need to save for long-term future rehabilitation and replacement. The District
performs regular inspections on lift stations and will be performing more in-depth condition
assessments on lift stations as the lift stations age. The graph below is a summary of lift station
replacement values by condition rating. Lift stations have a useful life of 75 years

Lift Station Replacement Value by
Condition Rating
$12,000,000

$10,000,000
Good
$8,000,000

$6,000,000

$4,000,000

Very
Good

$2,000,000

$Good
Very Good

2015 Replacement
Values
$3,830,626
$6,785,704
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Combining Condition and Criticality of Lift Stations

Probability of Failure (Condition Rating)

The District uses a condition assessment process (CAP) for sewer facilities combining condition and
criticality ratings to assist in identifying when and where to focus additional resources on condition
assessment. The graph below
Lift Stations Probability and Consequence of Failure
illustrates which CAP each
10.0
CAP 3: High probability CAP 2: High probability facility is located by combining
high consequence assets
low consequence assets
9.0
criticality and condition ratings.
As facilities currently in CAP
8.0
Level 2 age and their condition
7.0
rating increases to 7 or more,
6.0
they will move into the CAP
Level 3 and additional or
5.0
advanced condition
4.0
assessment will be planned.
There are currently no lift
3.0
stations in CAP 3, having a
2.0
high probability of failure with
high consequences.
1.0
CAP 1: Low probability low consequence assets

0.0
0.0

Lift Station

Basin

1.0

2.0

CAP 2: Low probability high consequence assets

3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
Consequence of Failure (Criticality Rating)

Total
Criticality
Rating

Condition
Remaining
Life

Camden Park LS

Northeast Plateau

5.3

2.0

Good Sammaritan LS

Northeast Plateau

1.3

1.0

Beaver Dam LS

Beaver Dam

4.8

2.0

The Greens LS

Inglewood East

1.0

2.0

Inglewood LS

Inglewood East

7.1

2.0

Benham Ridge

Tiburon

1.2

0.0

North Lake Samm LS

North Lake Sammamish

6.4

3.0

Central Lake Samm LS

Central Lake Sammamish

6.7

3.0

Alexander's LS

Mallard Bay

1.0

4.0

Mallard Bay LS

Mallard Bay

4.9

1.0

Aldarra Club LS

Trossachs

1.0

2.0

Aldarra LS

Trossachs

6.4

2.0

Trossachs LS

Trossachs

6.5

2.0

Beaver Lk Estates LS

Yellow Lake

2.9

3.0

Redford Hudson LS

North Sunnyhills

3.6

2.0

Todd's Landing LS

North Sunnyhills

2.0

3.0

First Branch LS

South Pine Lake

1.0

1.0

Pine Lake Glen LS

South Pine Lake

3.8

3.0

Pine Lake Hts LS

South Pine Lake

1.6

4.0

Freegard LS

Freegard

7.6

4.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

The criticality and
condition ratings can
be used to identify
each facilities
marker on the graph
above and the
corresponding CAP.
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The first District lift station was built in 1983. With a useful life of 75 years, the majority of
rehabilitation and replacement of the lift stations will occur from 2058-2090. The graph below shows
the annual costs, both operating and capital replacement for lift stations by decade.

Lift Stations Projected Operating and Capital
Replacement Expenditures by Decade
Operating & Maintenance (3% inflation)

CP - Future Renewal/Replacement

$35,000,000
$30,000,000

Expenditures

$25,000,000
$20,000,000
$15,000,000
$10,000,000
$5,000,000
$-

Decades
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Conclusions and Next Steps
This report is the first AM Plan for the District. The processes put in place to develop this plan will
help manage the District’s infrastructure now and into the future and sustain service delivery for
our customers.
The District has developed and implemented asset management business processes to ensure
asset management is not just a document on the shelf, but a program which will evolve over time.
The District is continually developing an organizational culture and understanding focused around
asset management, by exposing staff to asset management and broadening organization wide
knowledge through training and technical advancement.
Asset management is one of many organization wide business processes the District is using to
meet our mission of providing safe, efficient and reliable water and sewer services, while being a
leader in the planning and the practice of fiscal and environmental stewardship.
This first AM Plan focuses on large water and sewer assets by business function and encompasses
97% of the total replacement value of District assets.
The condition of the District’s water and sewer systems is good, due to age. Criticality is relatively
low. If one asset fails the asset can typically be isolated and service sustained through an alternate
asset limiting the number of customers affected and decreasing overall risk to the District. Findings
which are specific to the separate water and sewer systems are listed below.

Water Conclusions








The majority (89%) of the water assets included in this AM Plan are in good to very good
condition and meets the District's level of service standards, broken down by asset type:
o 89% of water mains are in good to very good condition
o 91% of wells are in good to very good condition
o 50% of Booster Pump Stations are in good to very good condition, and
o 100% of Water Storage Tanks are in good to very good condition
Not only is the District’s water system in good condition, the overall criticality or
consequence of failure for any one water asset is less than 6, on a 1-10 rating scale. When
an asset is rated a 1 it means the asset would have minimum impacts should it fail and
could be run to failure. Whereas a 10, the asset would have a maximum impact and the
consequences of the asset failing would be extreme.
83% of District water mains were added between 1980 and 2009, making them less than
35 years old. With a useful life of 80-100+ years the majority of rehabilitation and
replacement of the District’s mains will occur between 2075-2104, providing ample time for
the District to plan and save.
The District has developed a plan to fund capital rehabilitation and replacement reserves to
ensure future capital replacement requirements can be met, currently:
o Annual Reserves Contribution Compared to Target are at 60%, and
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o Balance of Reserves Compared to Replacement Cost Depreciation is at 10%

Sewer Conclusions







The majority (98%) of the sewer assets included in this AM Plan are in good to very good
condition and meets the District's level of service standards, broken down by asset type:
o 97% of the District’s sewer mains are in good to very good condition, and
o 100% of lift stations are in good to very good condition
Overall, the sewer system is relatively new with 91% of the system constructed since 1980,
making them less than 35 years old.
Not only is the District’s sewer system in good condition, the overall criticality or
consequence of failure for any one sewer asset is less than 8, on a 1-10 rating scale. When
an asset is rated a 1 it means the asset would have minimum impacts should it fail and
could be run to failure. Whereas a 10, the asset would have a maximum impact and the
consequences of the asset failing would be extreme.
The District has developed a plan to fund capital rehabilitation and replacement reserves to
ensure future capital replacement requirements can be met, currently:
o Annual Reserves Contribution Compared to Target are at 45%, and
o Balance of Reserves Compared to Replacement Cost Depreciation is at 10%

Next Steps
The District expects to continue refining its AM Plan and processes, and will periodically update the
written plan to document its advancements. Some of the future areas of emphasis will include the
following.


Continue to develop the asset management program in order to standardize quality asset
management practices throughout the District that focus on service delivery through the
consideration of levels of service, risk management and life cycle management of the
District’s assets.



Continue to refine the asset registry and insert asset sections to the plan until all assets and
their subcomponents pertinent to sustained water and sewer service, such as pumps and
motors at wells and lift stations have been documented.



Asset components which support facility business functions, for example pumps and motors
in wells and lift stations, may need more frequent rehabilitation or replacement than is
currently included in the projected annual replacement values and required contribution to
annual capital replacement reserve set-aside. The required annual contribution to capital
replacement reserves will need to be refined to identify and fund asset components
requiring more frequent replacement than the entire facility.
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Continue revision of capital replacement reserve funding by updating all facility replacement
values to include subcomponents and identify assets requiring greater than 80% of
replacement value, capital replacement reserve contributions.



Cost analysis and use of capital replacement reserve funding will be further advanced to
determine if an asset should be replaced, rehabilitated or maintained.



Ensure new employees are oriented to asset management and their role.



Continue alignment of the AM Plan, Operations Plan, Budget, Rate Model, Capital Plan and
Comprehensive Plans.



Review the existing levels of service and develop a level of service strategy to ensure
District goals continue being met and report progress to the Board and community at least
annually.



Where possible move from using condition based on useful life to condition based on
physical condition assessments.



Provide additional training to District staff on performing physical condition assessments
and rating assets in alignment with the asset management criteria.



Over the next two years develop a plan to optimize operations and maintenance by
minimizing reactive time, setting up tools to identify if the right preventative maintenance is
being performed at the optimum intervals while extending the life of District assets.



Review the results of the AM Plan annually and fully update the Plan every five years to
ensure its continuing suitability, adequacy, and effectiveness. When possible align the
update of the AM Plan with the update of the District’s Comprehensive Plans.



Accuracy of future financial forecasts may be improved with updates to the AM Plan by the
following actions:
Visual inspection and audit of assets.
Advanced condition assessment to validate condition rating.
Tracking maintenance expenditure type (e.g. planned, reactive, etc.)
Monitoring asset decay over time to establish a suitable lifecycle profile for each
asset type and refine useful life.
o Updating replacement options with future technology advancements.
o
o
o
o
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Abbreviations and Definitions
Abbreviations
Periodically abbreviations may be used in this AM Plan, below is a reference for abbreviations found
in this document.
AM Plan

Asset Management Plan

CAP

Condition Assessment Processes

CCTV

Closed Circuit Television

CP

Capital Program/Plan

CMMS

Computerized Maintenance Management System

CWA

Cascade Water Alliance

DI

Ductile Iron

EPA

Environmental Protection Agency

ERU

Equivalent Residential Unit

GIS

Geographical Information System

GPM

Gallons Per Minute

HDPE

High Density Polyethylene

I&I

Infiltration and Inflow

LOS

Level of Service

MC

Maintenance Connection

O&M

Operations and Maintenance

PRV’s

Pressure Reducing Valves

PVC

Polyvinyl Chloride

SCADA

Security Control and Data Acquisition
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Definitions


Asset Registry: Comprehensive inventory of assets, including: location, install date, years
in service, expected replacement year, useful life, condition rating based on years in service
and physical condition assessment ratings, each assets criticality rating, and all operating and
maintenance history.



Condition: The state of an asset, especially with regard to its appearance, quality, or
working order.



Criticality: The potential to significantly impact the achievement of the intended use.



Debt Coverage: Amount Net Income available to pay Debt Service (includes GFC’s)



Equivalent Residential Unit (ERU): A unit of measure used to equate water usage to a
specific number of single-family residences.



Facility: Lift stations, wells, booster pump stations and water storage tanks.



Maintenance: Normal support, periodic and minor in nature, required to sustain
performance and functionality of an asset consistent with design, manufacturer, and
operational requirements.



Water/Sewer Main Failure: Leak or break
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Appendix A: EPA Asset Management Framework
Our program was developed using the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) asset management model. The EPA
model seeks to capture the following elements:
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Appendix B: Asset Management Process Mapping
To support our mission, the District has aligned asset management with District management
strategies and standards to meet long-term business objectives. Our program was developed using
the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) model. The EPA model seeks to capture
the following elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the current state or condition of the District’s assets?
What asset performance is needed to deliver our desired level of service?
Which assets are critical to sustained performance and service delivery?
What are the minimum life-cycle costs for the assets we rely on to provide service?
What is the best long-term funding strategy to operate and renew assets?

Our plan addresses each of these core questions, along with information on our approach to
collecting, validating, and analyzing data to draw conclusions. In doing so, we established
processes, not only to develop this AM Plan, but to also manage the District’s infrastructure far into
the future. Our effort has resulted in establishment of a live business model, to seamlessly
perpetuate the application of Asset Management, to meet service delivery levels for customers.
The following process diagrams are set up in alignment with the 5 core questions of the EPA model.
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Appendix C: Useful Life Schedule
Establishing useful life provides the length of time before an asset is expected to lose functionality,
or how long an asset will last. Instead of using book value for establishing useful life, the District
developed in-house estimates for major asset types, researched useful life used by other
jurisdictions, validated estimates using outside consultants and then developed a useful life
schedule.
This useful life schedule provides the amount of time the District expects an asset based on type
and material to be fully functional. The District had consultants Gray and Osborne and FCS Group
validate these schedules. The validation documentation is in the next appendices.

Sammamish Plateau Water and Sewer District
Asset Useful Life Schedule
Useful Life of Water Assets
Water Main by Material
Asbestos Cement (AC)
Ductile Iron (DI)
Galvanized
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
Steel

Water Asset Type
Well
Booster Station
Tank/Reservoir
Water Valves & Lateral Lines
Air & Vacuum Relief
Blow Off
Pressure Reducer
Butterfly
Gate
Drain
Fire Hydrant Valve
Monitoring Well
Monitoring Well w/Pump
Sampling Well
Fire Hydrant

Useful Life of Sewer Assets
Useful
Life
80
100
50
75
40
40

Useful
Life
60
40
120

Sewer Main by Type and Material
Gravity Mains
C-900 Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
Ductile Iron (DI)
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
Concrete (incl. reinforced)
Asbestos Cement (AC)
Pressurized Mains
Ductile Iron (DI)
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
Sewer Asset Type
Lift Station
Grinder Pump
Manhole

Useful
Life
75
100
60
70
75
50
60
70
60
Useful
Life
25/75
50
80

50
50
50
50
65
50
50
50
40
50
75
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Appendix D: Useful Life Validation
Establishing useful life provides the length of time before an asset is expected to lose functionality,
or how long an asset will last. This appendix is a copy of documentation received from consultants
Gray & Osborne,Inc. and FCS Group to validate the District’s asset useful life schedules.
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Part 1: Gray & Osborne, Inc. Useful Life Validation
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Part 2: FCS Group Useful Life Validation
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Appendix E: Condition Assessment Rating Scale
The condition rating scale uses a 0-10 rating scale. When an asset is rated a 0 it means the asset is
brand new and has 100% of its useful life left. When an asset is rated a 10 it would mean the asset
has reached the end of its useful life and may impact level of service. The condition assessment
rating scale 0-10 basis can be applied either through field inspection or through desktop review
based on install date and useful life as the rating scale has an inverse relationship to the percent of
useful life remaining. The condition rating scale is used for both water and sewer assets.

Physical Condition Grade - Rating Guidelines

Remaining
Life

0
Very Good

Asset is new or like new, fully operable, well maintained, and
performs consistently at or above current standards. Little wear
shown and no further action required.

100%

1
Very Good

Asset is sound and well maintained but may be showing some
signs of wear. Delivering full efficiency with little or no
performance deterioration. Virtually all maintenance is planned
preventive in nature. At worst, only minor repair might be
needed in the near term.

90%

3
Good

5
Fair

7
Poor

9
Very Poor

10
Very Poor

Asset is functionally sound, showing normal signs of wear
relative to use and age. May have minor failures or diminished
efficiency and some performance deterioration. Likely showing
modest increased maintenance and/or operations costs. Minor
refurbishment may be needed in the near term.
Asset functions and requires some level of maintenance to
remain operational. Shows some wear and may cause some
performance deterioration in the near term; there would be
some serviceability loss. Moderate refurbishment may be
needed in the near term.
Asset functions but requires a sustained high level of
maintenance to remain operational. Shows substantial wear and
is likely to cause significant performance deterioration in the
near term. Near term scheduled rehabilitation or replacement
needed. Maintenance costs would be high relative to
replacement.
Very near end of physical life. Substantial on-going maintenance
with short, recurrent maintenance intervals required to keep the
asset operational. Unplanned corrective maintenance is
common. Renewal (refurbishment or replacement) is expected
in near term.
Effective life exceeded and/or excessive maintenance cost
incurred. A high risk of breakdown or imminent failure with
serious impact on performance. No additional life expectancy;
immediate replacement or rehabilitation needed.

70%

50%

30%

10%

0%
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Condition Rating Scale Summarized:
0-2 Condition =
3-4 Condition =
5-6 Condition =
7-8 Condition =
9+ Condition =

Very Good:
Good:
Fair:
Poor:
Very Poor:

80-100% useful life remaining
60-80% useful life remaining
40-60% useful life remaining
20-40% useful life remaining
0-20% useful life remaining
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Appendix F: Water and Sewer Main Replacement
Cost Report
After conducting a request for proposal process the District contracted with Gray & Osborne, Inc. to
conduct a localized survey of actual water and sewer main project costs from recently bid projects
of peer utilities. The information from this report was used for estimating the replacement costs of
the Districts water and sewer mains. This section contains the report from Gray & Osborne, Inc.
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Appendix G: Level of Service Metrics
Levels of service benchmarks measure whether the District is meeting customer demands and
expectations, to provide certainty in the delivery of water and sewer service. A sustainable level of
service ensures the District can over a prolonged period succeed in its mission to provide safe,
efficient, and reliable water and sewer service.
The District uses level of service business metrics as indicators to show if the District is meeting its
mission. By setting specific goals, business metrics provide a feedback loop for the management of
assets, and over time business metrics may lead to changes in operations and maintenance or
capital planning.
The District has established two categories of business metrics, policy and operational.
o Policy level of service business metrics are tracked and analyzed throughout the year with
results reported to the Board at least annually. Many of the policy measures are reported in the
District’s Financial and Business Metrics Report.
o Operational level of service business metrics are for the direct management of District assets,
prolonging asset lives, minimizing life-cycle costs and identifying potential issues.
The current metrics used by the District and 2015 results are provided here.
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Part 1: Water Level of Service

Water Level of Service - Board Policy Measures by Business Function
Mission/
Core Value

Level of Service/
Quantifiable Goals

Objective

Basis For Goal/
Customer Impact

Goal/
Target

2015
Outcome

Repair, rehabilitate or replace 100% of assets
identified in the asset management plan based
on condition assessment and criticality ratings.

Practice proactive CP
programming

System remains reliable

100%

100%

System is built to reliably
and efficiently provide
service

Water is delivered
efficiently and reliably

Yes

Yes

80%

46%

Less than
10%

6.45%

Yes

Yes

Water Administration
Water is reliable

Water is reliable
System Meets Peak Day Demands

Water is operated in a fiscally Contribute to repair, rehabilitation and
replacement reserves at 80% of projected
responsible manner
annual replacement costs or at a level suitable
Maintains predictability in
for maintaining required funding for a 20 year
Available funding to
Rates and avoids severe
asset replacement planning period. (Asset
replace depreciated assets
rate fluctuation
replacement planning could include the use of
current rates, reserves, fees, grants and/or
debt)
Minimize unaccounted
Maintain water loss below 10% on a rolling 3
Maintain rates and
water loss and maintain
year average
conserve water
system integrity

Storage
Water is reliable

Storage can meet Maximum Day Demand
while accounting for replenishment with
largest water supply source out of service

Design system to meet
demands

Water is available when
needed
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Water Level of Service - Board Policy Measures by Business Function
Mission/
Core Value

Level of Service/
Quantifiable Goals

Objective

Basis For Goal/
Customer Impact

Goal/
Target

2015
Outcome

100%

100%

Less than
45

22*

100%

100%

Water Mains and Appurtenances
Water is reliable

Water is efficient

100% of scheduled outages shall be 12 hours
or less

Minimize time for
scheduled outages

Limit pipe failures at less than 15 breaks per
100 miles

Minimize unscheduled
outages

100% of meters installed have a pressure
=>30 psi at install

Adequate water pressure

Water is available when
needed, public health,
water quality, reliable
water service
Water is available when
needed, public health,
water quality, reliable
water service
Water is available when
needed

* 19 were caused by contractor or construction and 3 were asset failures
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Water Level of Service - Operational Measures by Business Function
Mission/
Core Value

Level of Service/
Quantifiable Goals

Objective

Basis For Goal/
Customer Impact

Goal/
2015
Target Outcome

Water Administration
Water is reliable

Stable rates through limited
overtime and unexpected
75/25
expenses
Stable rates through limited
Complete 90% of all water operations work orders
Proactive system
overtime and unexpected
90%
assigned for the year
maintenance
expenses
Less than 5% of connections experience
Reliable water service,
Minimize unscheduled
Less than
unscheduled disruption of service due to failure of
minimize customer
water supply interruptions
5%
District assets annually
inconvenience
Water is safe and the system Meet all regulatory water quality standards and
Complete annual water
Customer confidence in
Green
is maintained to protect the maintain water quality compliance at the green
quality report
water quality
permit level
environment
100% of job classifications that require Class A
CDL are trained and certified per WA DOT
Provide a safe work
Stable rates through limited
requirements and other required certifications are environment and maintain
100%
claims and quality service
maintained by staff (ex: water operator
staff competency
certification, confined spaces, flagger, etc.)
Achieve a ratio of 75% proactive to 25% reactive
maintenance time

Proactive system
maintenance

85/14

94%

Green

90%
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Water Level of Service - Operational Measures by Business Function
Mission/
Core Value

Level of Service/
Quantifiable Goals

Objective

Basis For Goal/
Customer Impact

Goal/
2015
Target Outcome

Achieve a ratio of 75% proactive to 25% reactive
maintenance time

Proactive system
maintenance

Stable rates through limited
overtime and unexpected
expenses

75/25

85/15

100% of critical (criticality rating of 5 or greater)
wells have backup power capabilities

Minimize unscheduled
outages

Water is available when
needed

100%

100%

Water is available when
needed

365MG

368MG

Water is available when
needed

100%

101%

Customer confidence in
water quality

Pass

100%

75/25

82/18

100%

100%

Better taste, no odors,
public health benefit

100%

100%

Maintain rates

Yes/No

Yes, in
February

Wells and Production
Water is reliable

Water is reliable and
operated in a fiscally
responsible manner

Optimize allocations from Cascade Water Alliance
to meet demand - Purchased water use meets
Optimize allocation from
contract allocation 100% of the time (365 Million
regional sources
Gallons per Year)
Optimize allocations of water rights at wells, water
Optimize allocation from
production does not exceed annual or
well sources
instantaneous rights at any well

Water is safe and the system
Meet 100% of Department of Health sanitary
is maintained to protect the
survey requirements - completed every 3-5 years
environment

Maintain safe water
operations and facilities

Water Treatment
Water is reliable

Achieve a ratio of 75% proactive to 25% reactive
maintenance time

Proactive system
maintenance

Regulated constituents at or below Maximum
Regulatory compliance
Water is safe and the system Contaminant Limit (MCL) 100% of the time
is maintained to protect the Maintain chlorine residual levels out of facility
after normal startup time within range (0.2 to 1.5)
Detectable level
environment
100% of the time
Water is operated in a fiscally Competitively bid chemical purchases annually to
Reduced treatment costs
responsible manner
minimize District costs

Stable rates through limited
overtime and unexpected
expenses
Better taste, no odors,
public health benefit
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Water Level of Service - Operational Measures by Business Function
Mission/
Core Value

Level of Service/
Quantifiable Goals

Objective

Basis For Goal/
Customer Impact

Achieve a ratio of 90% proactive to 10% reactive
maintenance time

Proactive system
maintenance

Stable rates through limited
overtime and unexpected
expenses

90/10

93/7

Water is available when
needed

Yes/No

Yes

Water is available when
needed at the proper
pressure

100%

100%

Reduced operating costs

Maintain rates

TBD

TBD

Meet safety standards for
fire suppression and
provide adequate water
pressure

Water is available when
needed at the right
pressure

Yes

Yes

75/25

99/1

Green

Green

Green

Green

Booster Stations
Water is reliable

Maintain critical tank levels at 80% (adequate) at
all times to transfer water efficiently during
Maximize efficiency
normal and peak times
Ensure booster pumps are operating and
Meet safety standards for
Water is safe and the system maintaining adequate pressure in various
fire suppression and
is maintained to protect the pressure zones 100% of the time to ensure water
provide adequate water
environment
is available for customer use and fire protection as
pressure
required.
Water is efficient

Analyze power costs at booster stations regularly
Water is operated in a fiscally to ensure pumping schedules are being managed
responsible manner
in a cost effective manner. Maintain current level
of energy use per gallons pumped annually.

Storage

Water is reliable

Maintain tank levels necessary to provide
adequate pressure for associated pressure zone
Achieve a ratio of 75% proactive to 25% reactive
maintenance time

Fluctuate tank levels to ensure water quality
Water is safe and the system standards are met (green permit)
is maintained to protect the Clean and maintain tank interiors to ensure
sanitation and water quality standards are met.
environment
(green permit)

Proactive system
maintenance
Regulatory compliance
Regulatory compliance

Stable rates through limited
overtime and unexpected
expenses
Better taste, no odors,
public health benefit
Better taste, no odors,
public health benefit

Goal/
2015
Target Outcome
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Water Level of Service - Operational Measures by Business Function
Mission/
Core Value

Level of Service/
Quantifiable Goals

Objective

Basis For Goal/
Customer Impact

Goal/
2015
Target Outcome

Proactive system
maintenance

Water is available when
needed

25%

14%

Proactive system
maintenance

Water is available when
needed

100%

100%

Achieve a ratio of 75% proactive to 25% reactive
maintenance time

Proactive system
maintenance

75/25

70/30

After 3 failures perform cost analysis for
replacement, rehabilitation or continued
maintenance on mains with a criticality rating of
less than 4

Stable rates through limited
overtime and unexpected
expenses

Proactive system
maintenance

Water is available when
needed

Yes/No

N/A

Within 30 days of any failure perform condition
assessment if needed perform cost analysis for
replacement, rehabilitation or continued
maintenance of mains 100% of the time

Proactive system
maintenance

Reliable water services

100%

N/A

Design system to meet
demands

Water is available when
needed

100%

100%

Maintain water quality

Better taste, no odors,
public health benefit

100%

100%

Minimize unaccounted
water loss and maintain
system integrity

Maintains rates by limiting
expenses for pumping,
treatment, transmission,
storage of water, etc. for
lost water

100%

100%

Water Mains and Appurtenances
Water is reliable

Water is efficient

25% of all distribution valves are exercised every
12 months and Less than 3% of valves have
corrective maintenance needs.
All hydrants are replaced or repaired in
accordance with District standards within one
week of notification of faulty hydrant

Max pressure <250 psi 100% of the time

Water is safe and the system
Implement flushing best management practices
is maintained to protect the
100% of the time
environment
Water is operated in a fiscally
Repair 100% of leaks identified in the water
responsible manner
distribution system within one week of
notification.
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Water Level of Service - Operational Measures by Business Function
Mission/
Core Value

Level of Service/
Quantifiable Goals

Objective

Basis For Goal/
Customer Impact

Goal/
2015
Target Outcome

Field Service and Meters
Meter reading is completed every 60 days for
100% of meters in the District
Water is safe and the system Existing cross-connection customers comply with
is maintained to protect the the District's cross-connection program 100% of
the time
environment
Water is reliable

Billing is accurate and
timely
Protect system from
backflow and crossconnection

Accurate and timely billing

100%

100%

Protect public health and
safety

100%

74%

Protect system from
backflow and crossconnection

Protect public health and
safety

500

1,561

Meters accurately account
for flow through them

Billing accuracy

100%

No

Large meters (larger than 1.5") are tested every 5 Meters accurately account
years
for flow through them

Billing accuracy

Yes/No

Yes

Identify 500 new cross-connection customers
annually until all known customers with cross
connections are in the program
Water is operated in a fiscally
Change out all meters within industry standards
responsible manner
(currently every 20 years)

Note: The Levels of Service are the targets, which the Board aims to meet; they are not intended as a formal customer contract.
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Part 2: Sewer Level of Service

Sewer Level of Service - Board Policy Measures by Business Function
Mission/
Core Value

Level of Service/
Quantifiable Goal

Objective

Basis For Goal/
Customer Impact

Goal/
Target

2015
Outcome

Repair, rehabilitate or replace 100% of assets
identified in the asset management plan based on
condition assessment and criticality ratings.

Practice proactive CP
programming

System remains reliable

100%

N/A

Maintain Rates

80%

31%

Maintain rates and protect
environment

0.0

0.0

Sewer Administration
Sewer is reliable

Sewer is operated in a fiscally
Contribute to repair, rehabilitation and
responsible manner
replacement reserves at 80% of projected annual
replacement costs or at a level suitable for
Available funding to
maintaining required funding for a 20 year asset
replace depreciated assets
replacement planning period. (Asset replacement
planning could include the use of current rates,
reserves, fees, grants and/or debt)

Lift Stations
Sewer is safe and the system
is maintained to protect the No overflow event(s) at any lift station.
environment

Prevent pollution and
property damage
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Sewer Level of Service - Board Policy Measures by Business Function
Mission/
Core Value

Level of Service/
Quantifiable Goal

Objective

Sewer Mains and Appurtenances
Sewer is reliable

Reduce FOG related
discharges and system
maintenance
Unscheduled service outages (customers cannot
Reduce unscheduled
use facilities, toilets, sinks, etc.) are maintained at interruptions and provide
1 or fewer per year.
reliable service

Compliance with District commercial and source
control FOG requirements 100% of the time

Number of grinder pump disruption of service due
to equipment malfunction.

Prevent backups

Number of customers experiencing disruption
(customers asked to limit use of facilities or
Reduce unscheduled main
cannot use facilities) of service per total customer line sewer back-ups and
accounts per year. Goal 1% or less. Does not
overflows
include grinder pump outages
Sewer is efficient
Infiltration and inflow maintained on an annual
average of less than 25%
Sewer is safe and the system
is maintained to protect the Follow a flushing and sewer cleaning and
environment
maintenance program to ensure sewer overflow
rate is less than 1 per 100 miles

Basis For Goal/
Customer Impact

Goal/
Target

2015
Outcome

Stable rates through
reduced blockages and
sewer discharges

100%

83%

Reliable wastewater
services

1 or less

1

Reliable wastewater
services

TBD

87

Reliable and
environmentally friendly
wastewater services

1% or less

0%

Less than
25%

13%

1.8

0.0

Stable rates through
Minimize Infiltration and
efficient wastewater
Inflow (I/I)
conveyance and reduced lift
station energy costs
Prevent pollution and
blockages

Stable rates and pollution
prevention through no
fines, clean up costs,
environmental or property
damage from overflows
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Sewer Level of Service - Operational Measures by Business Function
Mission/
Core Value

Level of Service/
Quantifiable Goal

Objective

Achieve a ratio of 75% proactive to 25% reactive
maintenance time

Proactive system
maintenance

Complete 90% of all sewer operations work
orders assigned for the year

Proactive system
maintenance

Sewer Administration
Sewer is reliable

Meet all preventative maintenance programs and
targets as defined in sewer preventative
maintenance program
Sewer is safe and the system 100% of job classifications that require CDL are
is maintained to protect the trained and certified per WA DOT requirements
and other required certifications are maintained
environment
by staff (ex: hazmat, confined spaces, flagger,
etc.)

Proactive system
maintenance

Basis For Goal/
Customer Impact

Goal/
Target

2015
Outcome

75/25

88/12

90%

94%

100%

100%

100%

50%

100%

100%

75/25

87/13

Maintain rates

Meet Design
Output

Yes

Stable rates through limited
overtime and unexpected
expenses
Stable rates through limited
overtime and unexpected
expenses
Stable rates through limited
overtime and unexpected
expenses

Provide a safe work
Stable rates through limited
environment and maintain
claims and quality service
staff competency

Lift Stations
Sewer is reliable

100% of lift stations have backup power
capabilities

Lift stations are operable
at all times

Achieve a ratio of 75% proactive to 25% reactive
maintenance time
Sewer is operated in a fiscally Pumps run at 50% efficiency at all times. Energy
use per run time is maximized and kwH per
responsible manner
gallons pumped is maintained.

Proactive system
maintenance
Assist in minimizing
electric cost and
equipment failure

Sewer Mains and Appurtenances
Sewer is reliable

Sewer is conveyed with
no/limited overflows
Stable rates through limited
overtime and unexpected
expenses

Achieve a ratio of 75% proactive to 25% reactive
maintenance time

Proactive system
maintenance

Stable rates through limited
overtime and unexpected
expenses

75/25

88/12

Within 30 days of any failure perform condition
assessment if needed perform cost analysis for
replacement, rehabilitation or continued
maintenance of mains 100% of the time

Proactive system
maintenance

Reliable wastewater
services

100%

100%

Note: The Levels of Service are the targets, which the District aims to meet; they are not intended as a formal customer contract.
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Appendix H: Criticality Rating Scales
Sustained performance is the provision of water and sewer service to customers with minimal
disruptions. Critical assets are those with the greatest impact or consequence to our customers if
they fail, meaning there is an interruption in service. The impacts of failure of a critical asset are
evaluated based upon the following considerations:


Social, such as the number of customers affected, duration of loss and




customers economic impact
Economic, such as financial impact to repair (District costs)
Environmental, such as spills, floods, odors and other environmental effects

The criticality rating scale uses 1-10 ratings. When an asset is rated a 1 it means the asset would
have minimum impacts should it fail. Typically assets with a lower consequence of failure are run
to failure, or until they no longer meet service level expectations. When an asset is rated a 10 it
would mean the asset would have a maximum impact and the consequences of the asset failing
would be extreme. Assets with a higher consequence are closely monitored as the asset’s
condition begins deteriorating and the chance of failure increases.
Water and sewer criticality rating scales are separate. The following scales were used for reviewing
and rating District water and sewer assets.
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Part 1: Water Criticality Rating Scale

Water Criticality Rating Scale
Criticality Rating
Failure of Consequence
# of service connections
Number of illnesses/injury
Number of deaths
Duration of Loss

1
Limited Impact

District's Image

0-19
1
0
< 4 hrs.
No media or no
consequence

Private Economic Impact

Limited Impact
Low cost; <$50K

Financial Impact

Spill, flood

Odor/Taste/Color
Environmental Compliance

3
5
7
Routine
Minor
Critical/Major
Social/Community/Organizational - Weighted Score 60%
20-59
60-99
100-200
1
1
1-3
0
0
1
< 4 hrs.
4 - 24 hrs.
4 - 24 hrs.
Neutral coverage
Adverse media
Widely adverse media

Minor Impact
Moderate Impact
Major Impact
Economic/Financial - Weighted Score 10%
Moderate cost; <$100K
High cost; <$200K
High cost; diverts $;
<$300K
Environmental - Weighted Score 30%
Some inconvenienced and Many inconvenienced;
little property damage
moderate property
damage

Short duration no
property damage

Short duration no
property damage

A few complaints

A few complaints

Moderate complaints

Minor violation reporting only

Minor violation reporting only

Regulatory sanction
possible

9
Severe

10
Catastrophic

201-349
350+
>3
>3
>1
>1
> 24 hrs.
> 24 hrs.
Continual adverse media; Nationally adverse media:
lawsuit of merit
lawsuit of merit
Severe Impact

Catastrophic Impact

Agonizing change of
priorities; <=$500K

Likely to trigger rate
increases and staff
changes; >$500K

Severe health and habitat Large areas vacated and
issues; some mandatory closed to public access
vacation of premises

Extensive complaints and Extensive area-wide
odor
complaints
Regulatory sanction likely Extensive regulatory
sanction

Extensive area-wide
complaints
Severe sanctions
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Part 2: Sewer Criticality Rating Scale
Sewer Criticality Rating Scale
Failure of Consequence
# of service connections
Number of illnesses/injury
Number of deaths
Duration until repaired

1
Limited Impact

District's Image

0-19
0
0
< 4 hours
No media or no
consequence

Private Economic Impact

Limited Impact
Low cost

Criticality Rating
3
5
7
Routine
Minor
Critical/Major
Social/Community/Organizational - Weighted Score 60%
20-59
60-99
100-200
0
1
1-3
0
0
1
< 4 hours
>6
> 12
Neutral coverage
Adverse media
Widely adverse media
Minor Impact
Moderate Impact
Major Impact
Economic/Financial - Weighted Score 10%
Moderate cost
High cost
High cost; diverts $

Financial Impact
Cost of fines & Cleanup
Cost of Repairs to System

< $5,000
<$50K

Volume of Spill (Gallons)

< 3,000
Contained quantity onsite

Spill, flood

Odor

> $15,000
> $40,000
<$200K
<$300K
Environmental - Weighted Score 30%
> 3,000
> 5,000
> 20,000
Short duration, small
Moderate basement
Many inconvenienced;
quantity onsite
backups, some offsite
moderate health and
spillage
habitat issues

A few complaints adjacent Some complaints adjacent
to asset
to asset
Minor consequence

Environmental Compliance

> $5,000
<$100K

Minor violation reporting only

Moderate complaints
adjacent to asset
Regulatory sanction
possible

Extensive complaints
adjacent to asset;
lingering area odor

9
Severe

10
Catastrophic

201-349
350+
>3
>3
>1
>1
> 12 hours
> 12 hours
Continual adverse media; Nationally adverse media:
lawsuit of merit
lawsuit of merit
Severe Impact

Catastrophic Impact

Agonizing change of
priorities

Likely to trigger rate
increases and staff
changes
> $100,000
>$500K

> $75,000
< = $500K

> 35,000
> 50,000
Severe health and habitat Large areas vacated and
issues; some mandatory closed to public access;
vacation of premises
extensive specialized
containment cleanup
required
Extensive area-wide
complaints

Odor at dangerous level
at spill site; evacuation of
premises required

Regulatory sanction likely;
Extensive regulatory
Severe sanctions; damage
Damage reversible less sanction virtually insured; reversible in 5 years or
than one year
damage reversible in 1-5
more
years
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Appendix I: Preventative Maintenance Programs
This section is an overview of the current preventative maintenance programs the District has in
place for water and sewer assets. Once the District has reviewed current practices, a plan for
optimization will be established, including the implementation of practices for extending assets
useful life.
To minimize life-cycle costs it is important to minimize the amount of unplanned maintenance. The
EPA estimates that planned maintenance costs about one-third less than unplanned maintenance.
One of the level of service business metrics is maintaining a ratio of 25% unplanned to 75%
planned maintenance.
By establishing, following and tracking outcomes from preventative maintenance programs, and
using the data collected on proactive and reactive time the District can identify strategies to
enhance efficiency and operations by minimizing reactive time.

The preventative maintenance strategies are split by two programs water and sewer and further
split by asset categories.

Part 1: Water Preventative Maintenance Programs
Part 2: Sewer Preventative Maintenance Programs
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Part 1: Water Preventative Maintenance Programs
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Part 2: Sewer Preventative Maintenance Programs
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Appendix J: Condition Assessment Process (CAP)
Condition Assessment Processes (CAP) use criticality and condition ratings to establish timing of
advanced condition assessment and aid in the decision to perform cost analysis for replacement,
rehabilitation or continued maintenance of the asset. Examples of advanced condition assessment
include pot holing to physically assess the condition of an underground water main, or the use of
sonar and echo technologies to evaluate the condition of water mains and pressurized sewer mains
and leak detection.
The District sets the baseline condition rating for all assets through a desktop review using the date
of installation and useful life. Condition rating is then tied to the assets criticality rating to determine
an assets condition assessment process level.


Condition Assessment Process Level 1 (CAP 1): Assets with a criticality rating less than
3 are managed based upon levels of service and business rules. These assets can have any
condition rating as these assets will have minimal impacts when they fail. Only regular
preventative maintenance will be performed on these assets.



Condition Assessment Process Level 2 (CAP 2): Those assets with a criticality rating of
3 or greater and condition rating less than 7. These assets will have a larger impact on the
community should they fail and are young making the risk of failure minimal. In addition to
regular preventative maintenance, these assets may have supplementary preventative
maintenance procedures and condition assessment performed as they age based on the
annual operations plan.



Condition Assessment Process Level 3 (CAP 3): Assets with a criticality rating of 3 or
more and a condition rating of 7 or more will have a larger impact on the community should
they fail and the risk of failure is beginning to increase, due to their advanced age. The
District may apply more advanced condition assessment approaches and more extensive
monitoring to confirm the assets condition rating and determine the appropriate course of
action: rehabilitation, replacement or continued maintenance of these assets. If the
advanced condition assessment methods show the actual physical condition to be better than
the condition estimated by using the desktop analysis, the asset may be moved back to CAP
level 2.

Condition Assessment Processes ensure additional and/or advanced condition assessment resources
are focused on the most critical assets and life-cycle costs are minimized.Below is a diagram with
the CAP levels.
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Condition Assessment Process (CAP)
CAP Level 1
Not Critical to Sustain Service

CAP Level 3 – Advanced
Assets Critical to Sustain
Service

CAP Level 2 – Young Assets
Critical to Sustain Service

•

Assets have criticality
rating less than 3

•

Assets have criticality
rating 3 or more

•

Assets have criticality
rating 3 or more

•

Assets can have any
condition rating

•

Assets have a
condition rating less
than 7

•

Assets have a
condition rating 7 or
greater

•

Perform regular
condition assessments
and preventative
maintenance

•

After 3 failures, within
a 5 year timespan,
affecting same
customer base,
perform assessment to
determine appropriate
actions

•

Perform supplemental
condition assessments
and preventative
maintenance based
upon operations plan

•

Assets move to CAP
level 3 when condition
rating is 7

•

Perform advanced
condition assessment
to confirm current
condition rating

•

If condition rating is
found to be less than 7,
move asset back to CAP
level 2

•

If rating is confirmed
begin planning for
future replacement or
rehabilitation of asset
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Appendix K: Water and Sewer Main Business Rules
The District has established business rules for managing water and sewer mains with the intent of
minimizing life-cycle costs and supporting the established Level of Service (LOS). Business rules are
a tool used to identify when to invest additional resources in advanced condition assessment and
determine rehabilitation and replacement triggers.
Business rules are used in coordination with condition assessment processes. Business rules use
criticality and condition ratings to establish timing of advanced condition assessment and aid in the
decision to perform cost analysis for replacement, rehabilitation or continued maintenance of the
asset. Examples of advanced condition assessment include pot holing to physically assess the
condition of an underground water main, or the use of sonar and echo technologies to evaluate the
condition of water mains and pressurized sewer mains and leak detection.
This section is the current business rules for the management of water and sewer mains.
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Part 1: Water Mains Business Rules
The District has established business rules for managing water mains with the intent of minimizing
life-cycle costs and supporting the established Level of Service (LOS). Business rules are a tool used
to identify when to invest additional resources in advanced condition assessment and determine
rehabilitation and replacement triggers.
Business rules are based on the mains criticality and condition ratings are used to establish timing
of advanced condition assessment protocols and aid in the decision to perform cost analysis for
replacement, rehabilitation or continued maintenance of the asset.

Assets with criticality rating of 3.0+



Renew assets before physical condition rating reaches 10.
When assets reach a condition rating of 7, update condition rating based on advanced
condition assessment.

Assets with criticality rating of less than 3.0


After 3 failures (leak or break) requiring the same customer group to have their water shutoff within a 5 year time period, perform cost analysis for replacement, rehabilitation or
continued maintenance.
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Part 2: Sewer Mains Business Rules
The District has established business rules for managing sewer mains with the intent of minimizing
life-cycle costs and supporting the established Level of Service (LOS). Business rules are a tool
used to identify when to invest additional resources in advanced condition assessment and
determine rehabilitation and replacement triggers.
Business rules are based on the mains criticality and condition ratings are used to establish timing
of advanced condition assessment protocols and aid in the decision to perform cost analysis for
replacement, rehabilitation or continued maintenance of the asset.

Gravity Main
Assets with criticality rating 4.0+



Renew assets before physical condition rating reaches 10.
When assets reach a condition rating of 7, update condition rating based on advanced
condition assessment.

Pressurized Mains
Assets with criticality rating 3.5+



Renew assets before physical condition rating reaches 10.
When assets reach a condition rating of 7, update condition rating based on advanced
condition assessment.

Assets with criticality rating of less than 3.5


After 3 failures (leak or break) within the same project in a 3 year time period, perform cost
analysis for replacement, rehabilitation or continued maintenance.
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Appendix L: Water Mains Data
This section provides additional information on the District’s water mains, including:

Part 1: Detailed water main condition
Part 2: Map of water mains with a condition rating of poor to very poor distinguished
Part 3: Water main rehabilitation and replacement cost assumptions used in creating the asset
management plan
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Part 1: Detailed Water Main Condition
This is detailed information on District water mains including size, material and condition based on the District’s Desktop Review
process.

Material

Water Mains Condition (percent)

Useful Life
(yrs.)
Very Good
62.9%
58.0%
100
69.4%
59.1%

Good
36.1%
41.5%
30.6%
40.3%

Fair
1.0%
0.6%
0.6%

80

4.2%
1.2%
2.5%

7.3%
6.3%
6.7%

65.2%
86.4%
76.9%

23.0%
4.9%
13.1%

0.3%
1.2%
0.8%

-

40

16.3%
2.7%
11.4%

2.6%
3.8%
3.0%

2.2%
13.9%
6.5%

31.8%
69.9%
45.6%

47.1%
9.7%
33.6%

-

72.6%
31.2%

-

-

-

-

2.8%
2.8%

-

13.3%
13.3%

83.9%
83.9%

-

Size
"="<6"
8"-14"
16" +

Lineal Feet
90,257
1,130,982
98,053
1,319,292

Miles
17.09
214.20
18.57
249.87

"="<6"
8"-14"

67,993
83,544
151,537

12.88
15.82
28.70

"="<6"
8"-14"

31,002
17,548
48,550

5.87
3.32
9.20

"="<6"
8"-14"
16" +

2,090
1,335
1,443
4,868

0.40
0.25
0.27
0.92

75

27.4%
100.0%
100.0%
68.8%

"="<6"

1,732
1,732

0.33
0.33

50

-

"="<6"
8"-14"

0.10
0.12
0.22

40

STEEL Total

551
620
1,171

-

-

-

14.2%
92.2%
55.5%

85.8%
7.8%
44.5%

-

UNKNOWN

4,763

0.90

-

-

-

-

-

100.0%

1,531,913

290.13

51.8%

35.6%

DI
DI Total
AC
AC Total
PVC
PVC Total
HDPE
HDPE Total
GALV
GALV Total
STEEL

Total Water Mains

8.3%

Poor
-

2.8%

Very Poor
-

1.3%

Unknown
0.009%
0.005%
0.005%

0.3%
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Part 2: Map of Water Mains with Condition Rating of Poor
to Very Poor
This section has a map showing the locations of the district water mains color coded by the
current condition rating of each main. Water mains rated as poor to very poor are distinguished
from those rated very good to fair.

In total, 8.1 miles or 2.8% of water mains are rated poor and 3.7 miles or 1.3% very
poor.

Additional details of water mains rated as very poor:



91% of water mains rated as very poor are PVC pipe with a 40 year useful life.



68% of water mains rated as very poor are 2-inch mains.



100% of water mains rated as very poor have a criticality rating of 2 or less.



Based on level of service and business rules these mains are watched for breaks or leaks
and after 3 failures (leak or break), requiring the same customer group to have their water
shut-off within a 5 year time period, cost analysis for replacement, rehabilitation or
continued maintenance will be performed.
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Glen Homes East Water Main Project
These mains have been replaced and the
new mains are scheduled for entry in GIS
and maintenance connection the first
quarter of 2016. Once entered old mains
will be removed from the asset database
and the condition rating will be 0.
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Part 3: Water Mains Rehabilitation and Replacement Cost
Assumptions
This section details the key assumptions made in preparing forecasts of required operating and
capital expenditures, and asset replacement values for water mains. It is presented to enable
readers to gain an understanding of the levels of confidence in the data behind the financial
forecasts. When determining replacement values, the District established assumptions for costing
unknown assets and ensuring replacement values used for setting rates and capital replacement
reserves meet current District Engineering standards. Key assumptions made in water main
financial projections, include:


Assumes all replacement projects are a minimum of 500 lineal feet.



Capital replacement costs include design, engineering and replacement of all
appurtenances.



Every water main material is assumed to be replaced with ductile iron.



All unknown <8” water main material assumed to be PVC. 8” and greater assumed to be
AC.



All unknown pipe diameter is assumed to be 8”.



All assets are assumed to be in a condition commensurate with their age profile.



Water Main rehabilitation and replacement will use a combination of open cut and
trenchless —90% open cut and 10% trenchless.



Water Mains will be replaced according to current design standards, including the upsizing
of main diameter based on the following table:
Current
Diameter
2", 3" & 4"
6" & 8"
10" & 12"
16"
18"
20" & 24"
30"
36"

Replacement
Diameter
4"
8"
12"
16"
18"
24"
30"
36"
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Appendix M: Water Facilities Information
This section provides additional information on the District’s water facilities, including:
Part 1: Well install dates
Part 2: Booster pump stations install dates
Part 3: Water storage tanks install dates
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Part 1: Well Install Dates
Below is a list of the 12 wells the District owns and operates, the Aquifer and pressure zone the
well is located, and the year the well was built.

Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well

7
8
9
1
2.1
2.2
10
4R
11.1
11.2
12R
13R

Aquifer

Pressure
Zone

Install
Year

Lower Issaquah Valley
Lower Issaquah Valley
Lower Issaquah Valley
Plateau Zone II A
Plateau Zone II A
Plateau Zone II A
Plateau Zone II B
Plateau Zone IV
Plateau Zone III
Plateau Zone IV
Cascade View
Plateau Zone IV

297
297
297
650
650
650
650
650
550
550
730
730

1985
1985
1994
1998
2004
2004
1998
2009
1999
1999
2000
1990
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Part 2: Booster Pump Stations Install Dates
Below is a list of the 8 booster pump stations the District owns and operates, the GeoZone and
pressure zone the pump station is located, and the year the pump station was built.

Booster Station
297 Booster Station
Overdale Booster Station
Boulder Creek Booster Station
Well 4 Booster Station
Section 36 Booster Station
SE 43rd Way Booster Station
Well 12 Booster Station
NE 80th Booster Station

GeoZone

Pressure
Zone

Install
Year

Freegard
Freegard
South Plateau
North Plateau
North Plateau
SW Lake Sammamish
Cascade View
Cascade View

475 PH
700 OV
700 BC
650
650
650
730
730

1991
2014
2001
2009
2003
1984
2001
2011
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Part 3: Water Storage Tanks Install Dates
Below is a list of the 8 tanks the District owns and operates, the GeoZone and pressure zone the
tank is located, the tanks material and the year the tank was built.

Water Storage
Tanks
297 Tank
7MG Tank
2MG Tank
36W Tank
36E Tank
3MG Tank
13S Tank
12T Tank

GeoZone

Pressure
Zone

Material

Install
Year

Freegard
South Plateau
North Plateau
North Plateau
North Plateau
Inglewood Hill
Cascade View
Cascade View

475 PH
650
650
650
650
700
730
730

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Concrete
Steel

1990
1992
1976
2001
2001
1980
1986
2001
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Appendix N: Sewer Mains Data
This section provides additional information on the District’s sewer mains, including:

Part 1: Detailed sewer main condition
Part 2: Map of sewer mains with a condition rating of poor to very poor distinguished
Part 3: Sewer main rehabilitation and replacement cost assumptions used in creating the asset
management plan
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Part 1: Detailed Sewer Main Condition
This is detailed information on District sewer mains split by gravity and pressurized mains including size, material and condition based
on the District’s Desktop Review process.

Gravity Sewer Mains
Material

Sewer Mains Condition (percent)
Size

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)

Concrete (incl. reinforced)
Concrete Total
Asbestos Concrete (AC)
AC Total
Unknown Total
Total Gravity Sewer Mains

Very
poor

Good

Fair

75-100

0.11%
70.12%
4.99%
0.02%
75.23%

0.13%
23.42%
1.10%
24.65%

0.11%
0.11%

-

-

-

0.07%
30.47%
11.59%
42.14%

5.02%
0.98%
6.00%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Poor

Unknown

1,684
662,909
43,143
128
707,863

0.32
125.55
8.17
0.02
134.07

6" or less
8" - 12"
15" or more

66
59,303
12,208
71,577

0.01
11.23
2.31
13.56

60

0.02%
47.36%
4.49%
51.86%

1,969
1,969

0.37
0.37

70

100.00%
100.00%

15" or more

17,503
17,503

3.31
3.31

75

-

99.52%
99.52%

0.48%
0.48%

-

-

-

8" - 12"

10,315
10,315

1.95
1.95

50

-

-

-

63.68%
63.68%

36.32%
36.32%

-

175

0.03

-

-

-

-

-

100%

809,402

153.30

70.63%

27.44%

0.64%

0.81%

0.46%

DI Total
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
HDPE Total

Miles

6" or less
8" - 12"
15" or more
Unknown

PVC Total
Ductile Iron (DI)

Lineal Feet

Very
good

Useful Life
(years)

8" - 12"

0.02%
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Pressurized Sewer Mains
Material

Size

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)

Total Pressurized Sewer Mains

Total All Sewer Mains

Miles

60

23.00%
23.00%

43.34%
2.07%
45.41%

26.68%
4.91%
31.59%

-

-

-

2.35%
51.82%
19.51%
73.69%

4.27%
0.82%
9.06%
14.15%

-

-

-

-

-

-

Fair

Poor

Very
poor

Unknown

7,268
384
162
7,813

1.38
0.07
0.03
1.48

6" or less
8" - 12"
15" or more

4,014
31,773
14,430
50,217

0.76
6.02
2.73
9.51

60

1.38%
10.63%
0.16%
12.17%

6" or less

47,571
47,571

9.01
9.01

70

32.84%
32.84%

64.87%
64.87%

2.29%
2.29%

105,601

20.00

22.28%

67.62%

10.10%

-

-

-

915,003

173.30

65.05% 32.08%

1.73%

0.72%

0.41%

0.02%

DI Total
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
HDPE Total

Lineal Feet

Good

Useful Life
(years)

6" or less
8" - 12"
15" or more

PVC Total
Ductile Iron (DI)

Sewer Mains Condition (percent)
Very
good
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Part 2: Maps of Sewer Mains with Condition Rating of
Poor to Very Poor
This section has a map showing the locations of the district sewer mains color coded by the
current condition rating of each main. Sewer mains rated as poor to very poor are distinguished
from those rated very good to fair.

In total, 1.2 miles or 0.7% of sewer mains are rated poor and 0.7 miles or 0.4% very
poor.

Additional details of sewer mains rated as very poor:



100% of sewer mains rated as very poor are gravity AC pipe with a 50 year useful life.



Sewer mains rated as very poor are 8-10 inch mains.



100% of sewer mains rated as very poor have a criticality rating of 2.



Based on level of service and business rules poor and very poor gravity sewer mains will be
reviewed and the condition rating updated based on advanced condition assessment and/or
CCTV and assessed for continued maintenance, rehabilitation or replacement.
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Part 3: Sewer Mains Rehabilitation and Replacement Cost
Assumptions
This section details the key assumptions made in preparing forecasts of required operating and
capital expenditures, and asset replacement values for sewer mains. It is presented to enable
readers to gain an understanding of the levels of confidence in the data behind the financial
forecasts. When determining replacement values, the District established assumptions for costing
unknown assets and ensuring replacement values used for setting rates and capital replacement
reserves meet current District Engineering standards. Key assumptions made in sewer main
financial projections, include:


Assumes all replacement projects are a minimum of 500 lineal feet.



Capital replacement costs include design, engineering and replacement of all
appurtenances.



All pipe depth assumed to be 20 feet.



All manholes assumed to be of the same standard size.



All gravity sewer main material assumed to be replaced with PVC.



All pressurized sewer main material assumed to be replaced with HDPE or DI.



All unknown pipe diameter assumed to be 8” and unknown gravity main material PVC.



All assets are assumed to be in a condition commensurate with their age profile.



Sewer Main rehabilitation and replacement will use a combination of open cut and
trenchless, 50% open cut and 50% trenchless.



Sewer Mains will be replaced according to current design standards.
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Appendix O: Sewer Facilities Information
This section provides additional information on the District’s sewer facilities, including:
Part 1: Lift station install dates
Part 2: Lift station sewer flow diagram
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Part 1: Lift Station Install Dates
Below is a list of the 20 lift stations the District owns and operates, the basin the Lift Station is
located, the number of pumps in the lift station, total 2015 sewer flows in 1,000s, and the year the
lift station was built.

Lift Station

Basin

# of
Pumps

2015 Total
Flow
(1,000s)

Install Year

Camden Park LS

Northeast Plateau

2

6,546

1997

Good Sammaritan LS

Northeast Plateau

2

658

2008

Beaver Dam LS

Beaver Dam

2

42,891

1998

The Greens LS

Inglewood East

2

1,192

2001

Inglewood LS

Inglewood East

4

181,470

1998

Benham Ridge

Tiburon

2

878

2014

North Lake Samm LS

North Lake Sammamish

3

217,747

1991

Central Lake Samm LS

Central Lake Sammamish

3

232,281

1991

Alexander's LS

Mallard Bay

2

898

1986

Mallard Bay LS

Mallard Bay

2

14,615

2005

Aldarra Club LS

Trossachs

2

256.0

2001

Aldarra LS

Trossachs

2

48,639

2001

Trossachs LS

Trossachs

2

75,881

2001

Beaver Lk Estates LS

Yellow Lake

2

16,234

1994

Redford Hudson LS

North Sunnyhills

2

12,924

2000

Todd's Landing LS

North Sunnyhills

2

7,601

1994

First Branch LS

South Pine Lake

2

688

2009

Pine Lake Glen LS

South Pine Lake

2

8,924

1991

Pine Lake Hts LS

South Pine Lake

2

5,147

1983

Freegard LS

Freegard

2

115,131

1984
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Part 2: Lift Stations Sewer Flow Diagram
This is a diagram showing flow of sewage from the District’s outermost lift stations to the regional collection lines.
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